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FOREWORD
A number of years ago, it was my pleasure to work with the National Inventor's
Hall of Fame.The buildingwhichhousedthe displays of the award winners'
workwaslocated adjacent to the campus of the University of Akron, whereI was
President. Duringthe week of festivities whichled to the presentation of the
winners, thoseof us on the campus had the opportunity to hear manyof the
honorees speak andto have discussions with them. Theinventors were always
particularly interested in speaking with students andleaming what things
interested them. Theyalways askedthe students whether or not theywere
engaged in research themselves. Sinceoftenthe students were, lively exchanges
took place and good contacts for future discussions were made.
At first, I believed that the interest these world renowned scientists
showedin our students wasjust an indicationof how wise they were to know
that they could learn from young creative minds. Later, I found that was
certainly true, buttheirinterest was even more thanthat. I learned thatformany,
if not most, of thesewinners, the science for which theywere receiving this
significant nationalrecognition was not usually something that had made them
famous or evensomething that had madethemrich.Theywerebeinghonored
for some fundamental new way to see the phenomenon of matter and its
behavior that theyhad ascertained in theiryouth. Most of themhad begunto
think through and devise a different paradigm during theirundergraduate years.
Theyhad takentheir early ideas, testedthem, andrefinedthemuntil significant
newknowledge was producedfor all of us to use and build upon.Their
inventions had been the result of their new way of thinking.
I was certainly convinced that more opportunity had to be created for
undergraduate students to be engagedin research. I believedthat they could
certainly do more than just watch while others investigated or test ideas that
othershad advanced. I wanted undergraduate students to haveopportunities to
advance their own hypotheses, to test and to refine them.
My commitment to undergraduate research has never wavered. That is
why I am especially pleased to sharewith you this book of articlesby South
Dakota State University student researchers. I know you will find their work
interesting and insightful, and in years to come, you may find that it became the
basis to advance our thinking in important new ways.
My sincerecongratulations to the students and to the dedicated faculty
who made their work and this publication possible.
Peggy Gordon Miller
President, South Dakota State University
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MANUSCRIPT SUBMISSION GUIDELINES
This document is intended to provide you with some guidance regarding
the final structure and format your research manuscript should possess
to warrant publication in the SDSU Journal of Undergraduate Research.
Student authors wishing to have their work published in the Journal are
advised to follow these guidelines as closely as possible, as manuscripts
submitted to the Jot/rna/that are not of high quality in content and format
may be rejected by the editor. The Journal editor does understand that
research products and manuscripts from different disciplines may take
on quite different forms. As such, if these guidelines do not adequately
answer your questions, simply follow the format and guidelines utilized
by a major scholarly journal in your field of study. Professional journal
articles In your field of study are a guideline for manuscript iength.
(When in doubt, article conciseness is important). Your faculty mentor
should be able to advise you in this regard.
If these guidelines do not answer your questions, or if additional
questions about content and format arise, please do not hesitate to
contact the journal editor, George Langelett, Economics Department,
688-4844, orJUR@sdstate.edu.
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SUBMISSION:
HARD COPY AND ELECTRONIC FORMATS
Your JUR manuscript must be submitted in both a hard copy (printed) form AND
an electronic format through email.
All manuscripts must be submitted to the JUR by your faculty mentor.
Manuscripts submitted by students will not be accepted for publication. All
manuscripts should be submitted to the Journal of Undergraduate Research,
Administration Building room 130. Electronic versions should be sent via email to
JUR@sdstate.edu by the specified deadline (next year is June 1, 2005). Every
effort will be made by the editorial staff to reproduce your manuscript in a form
that closely resembles your hard copy. However, some slight variations may
occur in converting your files to those used by the publisher. Your careful
adherence to the information in the next few paragraphs will ensure that your
manuscript is reproduced with minimal errors.
For submission of your hard copy, use MicrosoftWord® as your word processor.
Use this program to prepare and print out your final hard copy with any figures
and captions in place, exactly as you would like to see them apfSear in the final
Jouma/article. This hard copy will serve as the model the editor will try to
duplicate in the printed/published Journal.
For electronic submission, you will also need to submit your manuscript file,
saved in the most recent version of MS Word® possible, along with any
additional graphic files. The way to electronically submit your manuscript is to
email all required files as attachments to the journal (email address above).
Sending just one email message with multiple attachments is preferred over
several emails. Be sure to include not only your written manuscript, but also any
additional files to be included in the final work.
Ifgraphics are to be included, these must also be submitted as separate files. All
digital art or other representations must be saved as either .EPS or .TIFF files.
(.JPEG files are also acceptable, but be aware that resolution will be poor.) The
Editor will insert these into the proper positions within your Jouma/article later.
Finally, be aware that "Word Publisher" artwork cannot be translated and will be
useless to the editorial staff.
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MANUSCRIPT REVIEW
After your manuscript has been submitted to the SDSU Journal of Undergraduate
Research, it wiil be reviewed by the editorial staff, and, if deemed acceptable for
publication, converted into a "publication-ready" format ("proof"). A hard copy of
the manuscript proof will then be returned to your faculty mentor by July 1®^ for
final review. At that time, it will be your mentor's responsibility to make any final
changes to the document and return it to the Editors by the noted deadline (July
15 '̂̂ ). It is imperative that all proofs be returned totheJouma/staff in a timely
manner so that any final changes can be incorporated before the volume goes
to press.
FINAL PRODUCT
The final form of your paper will depend greatly on the nature of your topic and
certain publishing conventions that may exist within your discipline. It is expected
that the faculty advisor for each project will provide substantial guidance in this
matter. An excellent general resource providing details of the content, style, and
organization of a typical journal article is the Publication Manual of the American
Psychological Association, which is accepted as a definitive source in many
disciplines. While the emphasis there is on empirical research reports (based
upon original research and data collection), other types of papers are also
described (review articles, theoretical articles), and an appendix: "Material Other
Than Journal Articles," may be useful.
Your discipline may have its own publication style preferences, and you should
explore this matter with your faculty advisor. For most all disciplines, however,
articles should follow a standard format and begin with a descriptive title, the
name of the author(s) the name(s) of the faculty advisor(s), and an abstract
describing in brief the purpose, methodology, and findings or conclusions of the
project (see below). Manuscripts describing empirical research will typically be
organized into further subsections, labeled Introduction, Method, Results,
Discussion, (or variations on those subheadings), along with a complete list of
References.
The rest of these guidelines are intended to provide you with a sense of the
appearance and content of a typical final research report, as it should appear in
the SDSU JUR. Beginning with "Title of Your Article" below, the remainder of this
document is written in the SDSU JUR style. Please note font sizes, format, and
section content, and use this example to guide you.
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*** Sample Format ***
Title Of Your Article
Your Name, Your Partner's Name(s)
Faculty Sponsor: Faculty Mentor's Name
Department of ABC
ABSTRACT
This will be a brief statement of what was done in your research, along with your
principal results and conclusions. Only the most important facts should be
related here, in non-indented paragraph form. Offset the abstract by using
margins that are indented 0.5" on each side relative to the body of your
manuscript. You may list key words to aid in on-line computer-search
applications, if that is appropriate. For example. Keywords: undergraduate
research, manuscript, submission, guidelines.
INTRODUCTION
This is the first formal section of a research report. This and the sections to follow
should be single-spaced and laser-printed on only one side of the paper (8.5" x
11"). Early in this section, provide a general description of the research problem
or activity. Attempt to identify and define whatever terms your reader will need to
understand your project. The remaining paragraphs are often used to summarize
relevant findings from previously completed research. Always be sure to cite your
sources. Sarbin and Coe (1969) state that "in preparing a ... report, the student
must pay careful attention to the problems of documentation." In these examples
of citations, "the documentation is contained in the parentheses ..." (Sarbin and
Coe, 1969). To find the remaining information, the reader examines the reference
list at the end of the paper. This citation style is sometimes called "scientific
notation." Other citation styles may be more appropriate to your own disciplines.
Be sure to be consistent, and to discuss this with your faculty advisor. Ultimately,
you should use a citation style that is commonly accepted within your discipline.
The last portion of an^introduction is often used to state the specific expected
outcomes of the project; sometimes this appears as one or more formal testable
hypotheses.
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METHODS
The content of this subsection may vary greatly, depending upon the nature of
the research project.You should refer to publication manuals or published
research for information specific to your type of project. Sometimes this sub
section is labeled "Materials and Method." Figures (see below) are often used to
clarify and explain important details. In general you should use this sub-section
to explain to your reader, in as clear a wayas possible, what you did, in the order
that you did it. In an empirical research report,you should try to provide enough
detail that another researcher could essentially duplicate your study without
referring excessively to other sources.
RESULTS
This should be a clear description of any data (or other material) generated as
a result of your research. It must start out as a writtendescription, but this
subsection is often supplemented with FIGURES and TABLES, or PLATES, or
other types of graphic images.These are neversufficient bythemselves. Figures
and Tables should not appear in your paper until after they've been mentioned or
referred to in the written portion of this section. They should appear as soon as
is reasonable after such mention, either on the same page, or on the next page
(see Figure 1, and Table 1). Notice, in particular, that in most scientific papers,
the number and title of a Table appear above the data being described, but the
number and title of a Figure appear below the data. Any units of measure must
appear either in the title, or independently in the column or row headings. Atable
is useless unless the reader can understand exactly what is represented.
Graphic materials, properly labeled, should be included IN THE BODY ofyour
paper, not grouped at the end. (See the section labeled"Electronic Submission"
for further details.)
The Results section is also the place to include any statistical interpretation
of the data, ifsuch exists. Be sure to point out any important features of
yourfindings, butAVOID to the extent possible, anyTHEORETICAL
INTERPRETATION unless you are combining this with the next section
(DISCUSSION or CONCLUSIONS).
DISCUSSION (AND/OR CONCLUSIONS)
This section is sometimes combined with the previous RESULTS section,
especially when that permits a more efficient presentation. Your "Discussion"
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should include any theoretical interpretation of your data, including, when
appropriate to your topic, the following: (1) WHETHER your results support any
specific hypothesis or hypotheses you may have stated in your introduction;
(2) HOW your results compare with the results in your cited research sources;
and (3) WHAT theories or explanations seem to best explain or account for the
results that you are describing.
Again, be sure to cite (Sarbin and Coe, 1969) the sources for theoretical ideas
and explanations provided by other writers or sources. Also, address whether
there any practical applications for the results or methods used in your research.
LIMITATIONS
It is often useful, particularly in undergraduate research, to provide a summary of
the limitations of the research from methodological, theoretical or other points of
view, to provide perspective and to serve as a possible basis for improvements in
future projects.
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
Feel free to use this section to BRIEFLY acknowledge any and all who helped
you bring your project through to fruition. You may also thank any funding
sources if appropriate.
REFERENCES
Provide a complete list of all cited materials, in a format that is consistent with
publications in your area of study.
APPENDIX
This section is optional, and generally unnecessary. In some cases, it may be
included to provide a more complete description of materials used. The Editor of
the SDSU Journal of Undergraduate Research would prefer that no appendices
be used. However, if absolutely necessary, the number of pages in an appendix
should be kept to an absolute mjnimum!
TheJournal of Undergraduate Research would like to thank the
Gold Key International Honor Societyfor their efforts to promote
undergraduate research at South Dakota State University.
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Nutritional Composition of Selected
Traditional Native American Foods
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Mary Lynn Gengler
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Submitted as a requirement of an Undergraduate Research Assistantship. Supported
by a grant from the USDA National Research Initiative Competitive Grants Program and a
SD EPSCoR Undergraduate Research Assistantship, 2004. *Author to whom correspondence
should be addressed (Padmanaban.Krishnan@sdstate.edu).
ABSTRACT
Food choices have changed among Native American populations. Healthy food
choices are subject to lifestyles, cooking skills, nutrition knowledge and the availability
of healthy foods. There is a paucity of nutritional information on traditional and cultural
Native American foods. Sixteen traditional Dakota recipes were prepared by members of
the Sisseton Wahpeton Oyate, Sisseton, South Dakota. These foods were pureed,
lyophilized and analyzed for moisture, ash, fat, protein, carbohydrate and individual
mineral content using officially accepted methods. The following mineral elements were
analyzed: calcium, copper, iron, magnesium, manganese, phosphorus, potassium, sodium
and zinc. Methods of the Association of Official Analytical Chemists (AOAC) were
employed in all cases. Native American traditional foods studied included: dried com
soup, fish head soup, parched com, bean soup, hominy (Pasdaypi) soup, buffaloberry
(Mastinpute) pudding, tripe soup, kabubu bread, buffalo (Tatanka) roast, chokecherry
(Canpa) pudding, potato soup (Maka bdo), com balls (Wahuwapa Wasna), pemmican,
plum (Kan'ta) pudding, turtle soup and wild rice (Psi) soup. Our study determined that
traditional Native American recipes tested were generally healthier in relation to selected
nutrients such as fat content, total calories, and sodium content when compared to
contemporary recipes that use common ingredients. These foods may provide healthy
choices in the Native American diet when prepared in traditional ways.
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this study was to conduct a nutritional and compositional analysis of
infrequentlyconsumedtraditionaland cultural NativeAmericanfoods for which
nutritional information is not currently available. The foods chosen were components of
the traditional Dakota diet from the Sisseton-Wahpeton Oyate, Sisseton, South Dakota.
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Samples selected for analyses were identified in consultation with members of the tribe
and food preparation was carried and documented by Gyate members.
The nutritional status of Native Americans has changed over time. From the turn of
the 20tb century up until the 1970's, the main nutritional concern for the native
population was malnutrition, usually from under-nutrition (Story et al 1998). The
traditional diet was gradually replaced with a diet that was higher in fat containing less
fruits and vegetables (Byers 1996). Today, traditional foods are not commonly eaten by
the native population. Lytle and coworkers (2002) found that only 7 of 80 children
surveyed consumed any traditional foods. Only 7 of the 1,308 foods mentioned in their
surveys were traditional foods. Traditional foods are regarded as healthy, but are
consumed only at festivals and other special events (deGonzague 1999, Kuhnlein 1979).
In the day-to-day diet, these foods have been replaced with high fat, high calorie
contemporary food products. The under-nutrition seen in the 1970's has been replaced by
malnutrition with over-nutrition where vitamin and mineral intake is low, but caloric
intake is sufficient to maintain obesity (Story et al 1998, Lytle et al 2002). deGonzague
(1999) summarized nine dietary studies of adult Native Americans. The studies took
place from 1963 tol996 and looked at Native American populations in Arizona, North
Carolina, North and South Dakota, and Oklahoma. These studies found nutrients to be
lacking and between 31% - 47% of energy coming from fat. This intake is in conflict
with the American Heart Association recommendation that no more than 30% of energy
should come from fat. Native American foods that are prepared in traditional ways are
likely to be inherently healthy in relation to key nutrients owing to the absence of
excessive fat and refined sugars. As such, they have a role to play in the improvement of
today's diet.
Limited information is available on the nutritional composition of such traditional
Native American foods.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Sixteen traditional food samples were prepared by members of the Sisseton Wahpeton
Gyate, Sisseton, South Dakota. Food samples provided were dried corn soup, fish head
soup, parched com, bean soup, hominy soup, buffalo berry pudding, tripe soup, kabubu
bread, buffalo roast, chokecherry pudding, potato soup, com balls, pemmican, plum
pudding, turtle soup and wild rice soup. These samples were pureed, lyophilized and
ground to a fine powder. These treatments insured homogeneity of sampling and
minimized sampling error. Samples were analyzed for moisture, ash, total fat, protein
(combustion analysis), carbohydrates (by difference) and individual mineral elements
(calcium, copper, iron, magnesium, manganese, phosphoms, potassium, sodium and
zinc) following AGAC methods. Moisture analysis was determined using an air-oven set
at 130°C for 1 hour. Total mineral content or ash content was determined by incinerating
a known weight of sample in a muffle fumace at 600°C ovemight, Ether-extracted fat
content was determined in a Goldfish apparatus and a 4-hour refluxing time. Protein
content was determined using a combustion method and a nitrogen %-to-protein %
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conversion factor of 6.25. Trace element composition was determined by digesting
samples in concentrated sulfuric acid followed by appropriate dilution and Atomic
Absorption Spectroscopy. Carbohydrate content was determined by subtracting protein
%, fat %, ash % and moisture % from 100%. As serving sizes are not standardized for
these traditional Native American foods, nutrition information is reported on the basis of
100 grams weight. Energy derived from such foods were normalized to Kilocalories
obtained from a serving size typically consumed (cup, slice, ounces, etc.) if such serving
sizes were actually consumed. Units for protein, fat, carbohydrates and mineral
elements were reported as micrograms, milligrams or grams of nutrient consumed per
100 grams eaten.
SELECTED RECIPES (INGREDIENT LIST):
Pemmican (dried buffalo, dried choke cherries)
Potato Soup (diced potatoes, celery, onions and crackling)
Dried Com Soup (dried sweet com, dried wild turnips, onions and buffalo meat)
Bean Soup (pinto beans, onions, potatoes, side pork)
Tripe soup (hominy, potatoes, onion, beef tripe)
Hominy soup (beef, onions, potatoes, hominy)
Com Balls (ground parched com, pork lard)
Parched Corn (water, salt, parched corn)
RESULTS
This study yielded nutritional and compositional data for sixteen traditional Dakota
food products. Of these items, eight were soups that employed a variety of ingredients
(tables 1, 2 and 3) Computerized nutrient data banks provide useful data for comparisons
with analyzed values for the traditional Native American recipes (table 4, ESHA
Research). The protein content of these Native American soups had a narrow range from
1.5 to 5.5 grams per 100 grams. Protein content in prepared soups may range from 1.3
grams to 14.8 grams per 100 gram (ESHA Research). Pemmican and buffalo roast
showed a high protein content of 12.7g/100g and 26.9 g/lOOg, respectively (table 3).
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Figure 1. Dried Corn Soup containing wild prairie turnip (Tipsina), onion,
sweet dry corn, and buffalo meat.
Figure 2. Picture
shows frozen wild
plum (Kan'ta) juice
being thawed and
heated before
addition of
thickening agents.
Figure 3. Prairie turnip
(Tipsina) dried in a braid.
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Figure 4. Tribal Elders. Dorothy Gill and Clara
Eagle, two Sisseton-Wahpeton Oyate elders
demonstrating how traditional foods were
harvested, preserved and prepared.
Figure 5, Picture of Buffaloberry Plant. (Image
copyright ©2004. PlantsDatabase.com. Used with
permission.)
Table 1. Proximate composition of selected traditional Native American foods.
Calories
(KCal/conventional
Native American Food serving size*)
Calories
(KCal/IOOg)
Fat
(g/IOOg)
Protein
(g/IOOg)
Ash CHO ]
(g/IOOg) (g/IOOg)
Moisture
(g/IOOgI
Dried Corn Soup 131.25 52.5 0.5 4.9 0.5 7.1 87.0
Fish Head Soup 50.75 20.3 0.3 4.2 0.2 0.2 95.1
Parched Corn Soup 209.3 83.7 0.9 2.0 0.7 16.9 79.6
Bean Soup 170.0 68.0 1.2 3.9 0.7 10.4 84.3
Hominy (Pasdaypi) Soup 169.0 67.6 2.4 5.5 0.4 6.0 85.7
Buffaloberry (Mastinpute) Pudding 173.6 124.0 0.1 1.1 0.5 29.9 68.4
Tripe Soup 89.5 35.8 0.6 3.9 0.3 3.7 91.7
Kabubu Bread 88.7 316.7 3.5 9.5 2.0 61.8 23.2
Buffalo (Tatanka) Roast 119.0 141.7 2.9 26.9 1.12 2.0 67.1
Choke Cherry (Canpa) Pudding 230.0 164.3 0.3 2.0 0.6 38.4 58.8
Potato (Maka bdo) Soup 140.8 56.3 1.5 4.3 0.8 6.4 87.2
Corn Balls (Wahuwapa Wasna) 136.4 487.1 21.9 8.6 1.6 63.9 4.0
Pemmican 59.1 211.0 7.4 12.7 1.0 23.4 55.4
Plum (Kan'ta) Pudding 102.0 72.8 0.0 0.2 1.8 18.0 80.0
Turtle Soup 48.3 19.3 0.5 1.4 0.2 2.3 95.7
Wild Rice (Psi) Soup w/BB 127.0 50.8 0.8 3.0 0.7 7.9 87.7
^Serving size for soups=250g. bread=I slice or 28g , pudding= 0.5 cups or 140g, meat= 3 ounces or 84g,
Pemmican=l ounce or 28g, com balls =1 ounce or 28g.
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Table 2. Mineral content of traditional Native American foods.
Calcium Cu Iron Mg Mn Ph Sodium K Zinc
Native American Food (mg/ioog) (ug/g) (ug/g) (mg/ioog) (ug/g) (mg/ioog) (mg/ioog) (mg/ioog) (ug/g)
Dried Corn Soup 13 <1 7.7 17 1.2 54 159 13 8.9
Fish Head Soup <10 <1 3.0 1 <1 15 26 33 1.5
Parched Com Soup 11 <1 8.2 29 1.7 63 90 188 5.4
Bean Soup 15 1 15.9 23 1.8 59 223 42 4.3
Hominy (Pasdaypi) Soup <10 <1 7.8 12 <1 42 135 22 10.7
Buffaloberry (Mastinpute) Pudding 24 <1 11.0 14 1.8 23 133 17 1.7
Tripe Soup 14 <1 4.9 8 <1 17 62 33 2.9
Kabubu Bread 176 2 102.0 29 8.3 169 157 365 18.5
Buffalo (Tatanka) Roast 17 2 39.0 19 <1 176 278 41 72.5
Choke Cherry (Canpa) Pudding 45 1 20.1 20 4.7 34 160 17 3.5
Potato (Maka bdo) Soup 13 <1 5.4 15 1.0 51 212 45 4.5
Com Balls (Wahuwapa Wasna) <10 3 23.3 104 5.4 284 336 245 20.5
Pemmican 56 4 38.6 30 5.6 134 368 25 19.0
Plum (Kan'ta) Pudding <10 <1 5.2 5 <1 9 137 18 <0.5
Turtle Soup 2 <1 16.6 1 <1 14 027 38 2.9
Wild Rice (Psi) Soup w/BB 11 <1 .6.6 18 1.7 89 216 44 5.2
Parched CornSouphad Itsp salt alongwith 1 C parched cornand 3 cupswaterin the entirerecipe.Comballs
recipeconsisted of 2 C parched com and 6 Tablespoons of porklard.Nameswithinparenthesis areDakotanames
for the food items.
Table 3. Comparisonsbetween traditionalNativeAmerican foods and their contemporary
counterparts.
Calories Calories Fat Protein CHO Minerals
Food Product (KCal/serving) (KCal/lOOg) (g/lOOg) (g/lOOg) (g/lOOg) (g/lOOg)
Traditional Native American Bean Soup 170.0 68.0 1.2 3.9 10.4 0.70
Contemporary Bean Soup 55.5 66.1 2.45 3.5 7.6 0.65
Buffalo Roast 119.0 141.7 2.9 26.9 2.0 1.12
Beef Roast 160.4 191.0 8.6 28.4 0.0 0.71
Composition forcontemporary beansoupandbeefroastarequoted fromFoodProcessor ForWindows Version 8,
ESHA Research, Salem, OR.
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Table 4. Composition of selected prepared soups.
Soup
Calories Carbohydrate Protein Fat Sodium Calcium
(KCayserving) (g/lOOg) (g/IOOg) (g/lOOg) (mg/lOOg) (mg/lOOg)
Cream Salmon Soup 261.0 2.64 11.39 5.12 621.37 117.37
Sweet & Sour Soup 71.7 5.86 1.33 0.34 529.49 11.14
Hot & Sour Soup (Hot & Spicy Chinese) 162.0 2.05 6.20 3.32 414.17 12.00
Tuna w/ Rice & Mushroom Soup 352.0 13.59 8.18 5.87 374.37 39.14
Egg Drop Soup 73.0 0.45 3.08 1.57 298.60 8.60
Minestrone Soup WTW 120.0 7.73 1.68 0.67 255.31 33.59
Gumbo Soup-No Rice 178.0 4.53 6.05 3.46 248.83 31.53
Chicken & Rice Soup WTW 178.0 5.71 2.02 0.50 241.87 20.16
Crab Bisque Soup 235.8 4.65 8.23 4.72 235.69 101.93
Wonton Soup 188.5 5.93 5.84 2.92 225.26 12.89
Borscht-Beet Soup 78.5 3.37 1.37 1.64 202.25 19.16
Bouillabaise Soup/Chowder 241.0 2.11 14.80 3.94 183.12 36.43
Lobster Bisque Soup 251.8 5.11 8.17 5.29 181.55 110.87
Lobster Gumbo Soup 178.0 8.39 4.01 2.87 180.91 46.91
Shrimp Gumbo Soup 169.8 7.67 3.99 2.80 140.76 42.81
Menudo-Mexican Beef Soup 117.6 2.57 5.55 1.59 136.57 6.74
Creamy Portobello Mushroom Soup IFI 82.3 4.12 1.65 1.23 127.57 8.23
Cream of Broccoli Soup 205.8 7.03 3.68 5.15 85.96 108.07
Fisherman's Soup 193.8 4.83 9.66 2.20 73.66 60.71
Pork Rice and Vegetable Soup 126.9 3.21 5.04 1.82 22.70 6.46
Chilli 170.0 8.58 2.68 2.64 414.00 17.00
Clam Chowder 165.0 6.70 3.82 2.66 400.00 75.00
Potato Soup 175.0 4.70 0.72 0.97 410.00 8.00
Chicken Noodle Soup 126.0 8.40 3.02 0.67 248.59 20.16
Tomato Soup 162.5 8.99 2.46 2.42 300.00 64.00
^Serving size for soup is 1 cup or 250 gm. Adapted from Food Processor for Windows, ESHA Research, Salem, OR.
A narrow range in fat content (0.3g to 2.4g/100g) was noted in traditional soups in
contrast to a range of 0.34g to 5.87g/100g that occurred in the soups reported in the
literature (ESHA Research). A fat content of 3 grams per serving or less will permit a
low-fat claim according to current labeling regulations. All soups tested in this study with
the exception of Hominy Soup and Potato Soup qualified as low fat soups. A
conventional serving size for soup may vary between 244 to 250 grams per serving
(generally 1 cup). The highest content of fat was noted in Wahuwappa Wasna, a dessert
that contained 6 tablespoons of lard in two cups of parched corn. Buffalo roast contained
a significantly lower fat content (2.9g/100g) in comparison to beef roast (8.6g/100g).
Sodium content in the 8 soups compared favorably (13 to 45 mg/lOOg) to corresponding
values for soups found in the computerized data banks (22.7 to 621.4 mg/lOOg, table 4).
Energy in traditional Native American soups derived from consuming typical serving
size ranged from 48.3KCal to 209.3 KCal. Table 4 shows a higher range (51.7 to 352
KCal) in energy in non-Native American conventionally prepared soups. Tribal elders
have noted that traditional foods are prepared differently today with added sugar and fats
in order to increase their palatability. This practice will undoubtedly yield less desirable
nutritional outcomes with respect to calories, fat and sodium content.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
A comparison of nutrient content on a serving-for-serving basis showed that
traditional Native American foods analyzed in this study were generally healthier than
contemporaryrecipes in relation to key nutrients such as fat, calories and sodium.
With the exceptionof the com balls, the majority of the.recipes tested were low in fat
and sodium.
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ABSTRACT
The study investigated the effects of perceived disability on the helping behavior of
strangers. The investigators, one male and one female, appeared as either disabled or
non-disabled, while unknowingly dropping their keys in front of a stranger. The investigators
demonstrated three levels of need: no need/ no disability, in which the investigator did
not appear in need or disabled; in need/ no disability, in which the investigator carried
bags of groceries to appear "in need"; and disabled, in which the investigator used
crutches and wore a leg cast. Eighteen randomly selected male and female participants
were chosen based on convenience. The independent variable is the actual helping
behavior, or whether or not the participant helps. The dependent variable is the perceived
level of need. The results were not statistically significant; however, they showed the
perceived disabled individual receiving more help than the non-disabled individual.
The US Census 2000 Supplementary Survey reports that over 40 million Americans
have a disability. Of these 40 million, about 14 percent are between the ages of 21 and
64 years, and 10.5-13.9 percent of the 21-64 year olds are concentrated in South Dakota
(Wellner, 2001). According toGerschick (2000), disabled individuals compi'ise the
second largest minority in the United States, just behind women. In addition, this
population is likely to increase due to the aging of the baby-boom generation.
Despite the high numbers of disabled persons, there is still a stigma attached to
handicapped individuals. According to Wolfe (1996), disabled individuals frequently
experience intrusive questions and stereotypes. Gerschick (2000) describes three
characteristics of stigmatization facing those with disabilities. The severity, visibility, and
type of disability possessed mediate the extent to which a disabled person is stigmatized.
In regards to behavior toward members of stigmatized groups, Katz and Glass
(1979) suggest that individuals often have feelings of sympathy or hostility toward
stigmatized persons. Past research on helping behavior towards individuals with perceived
disabilities is inconsistent; sometimes they experience more favorable treatment than
non-disabled individuals, and other times they do not (Taylor, 1998). Levine, Norenzayan,
and Philbrick (2001) found a consistent helping rate for seemingly disabled individuals
in 23 large cities. Taylor (1998) also reported more physically- disabled persons being
helped than non-disabled persons. Therefore, in the current study it is predicted that the
public is more willing to assist individuals appearing to have a disability.
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METHOD
Participants
The study contained 18 males and females from the Brookings community.
Participants were selected based on convenience, but were randomly assigned to groups.
No form of compensation was given, and all participants were treated in accordance with
APA ethical standards. This project was approved by the SDSU Institutional Review Board.
Materials
To show perceived disability, the investigators used a set of crutches and a leg cast.
To show perceived need, the investigators carried bags of groceries. Materials used also
include a set of car keys and a flashy key chain.
Procedure
A male and female investigator played the role of both non-disabled and disabled
individuals for each trial. The procedure consisted of three different levels of need as
follows. Both investigators, on separate occasions, appeared non-disabled and
unknowingly dropped their car keys in front of a stranger. They also dropped their keys
while carrying grocery bags to appear "in need." They also dropped their keys carrying
nothing in their hands and not appearing disabled. The male and female investigators
repeated each prior procedure and did not drop their keys to control for extraneous
variables.
The other two female investigators recorded data for each trial, one sitting in a
nearby car, and the other seated nonchalantly outside of the stores. Data from the
strangers consisted of body movements to indicate noticing the keys dropping, physically
picking up the keys, verbal assistance, gender, and age. Groups of two or more
individuals, children, elderly, and other disabled persons were excluded from
participation. The trials took place in relatively secluded areas in parking lots of local
businesses to increase the chances that the stranger hears and sees the keys dropping.
Results
The results did not yield statistical significance in a Chi-Square test between level
of help and level of need, x^(2, N =18) = 4.00, p = .135. As shown by Figure 1, there is a
greater overall frequency of helping behavior for the perceived disability group than the
no need/no disability and need/no disability groups. Participants in the perceived
disability group helped in five out of the six trials. In the need/no disability group,
participants helped in two out of the six trials. The same number of participants helped in
the no need/no disability group. Data was combined for both the male and female
investigator.
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Helping Behavior
• Help
• No Help
No Need/No Need/No Disability
Disability Disability
Figure 1. The frequency of helping behavior within three different levels of need.
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Discussion
Contrary to the hypothesis, the number of perceived disabled individuals helped was
not significant. The most substantial limitation was the very small sample size. Both
investigators appeared disabled and dropped their keys only three times each, which is
not enough times to produce a significant effect. In a similar study, Taylor (1998)
produced statistically significant results using over 100 participants.
In the current study, there was no help for dropped keys, regardless of the level of
need. One possible explanation for lack of helping behavior is the gender of the
investigator. In a similar study. Long, Mueller, Wyers, and Khong (1996) reported that
the female confederate was helped more than the male confederate. This suggests the
possibility of a gender bias in helping behavior. However, in the present study, the
investigators found the male investigator received more assistance.
Another explanation could be the demeanor of the participant. The disposition-
situation interaction model proposes that a person's personality traits dictate their
response to a certain situation. More specifically, in a situation with more than one
possible response, a person is most likely to respond when the situation is important to
them (Reynolds & Karraker, 2003). In relation to the present study, the participants may
have assessed the situation of dropped keys as important or not important, and based
their helping behaviors on those perceptions.
Cultural differences could have also affected the results. Janoff-Bulman & Leggatt
(2002) reported differences in perception of social obligations between individualist and
collectivist cultures. They found that Latinos had a stronger desire to engage in prosocial
behaviors than Anglos. On the other hand, the results also showed that these groups did
not differ in desire to help strangers. The location of the current study was limited in
cultural diversity, with the participant population consisting only of Caucasian
individuals.
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A final alternative explanationis a measureof costs and rewards. The reward-cost
model of helping behavior proposes that the probability of receiving helpdepends, in
part, on the strength of the rewards and costsof providing help. In a non-emergency
situation, helpingwas positively relatedto rewards ratherthan costs, suggesting
individuals help to seekrewards (Kerber &Wren, 1982). In relation to thepresentstudy,
participants may havesoughtreward in helpingthe investigators.
Although therewasno statistical significance, the results did reporta higher
frequency of helping the disabled investigators. Lee & Murnighan (2001) propose an
empathy-prospect model, which predicts thatintentions forhelping arestronger for
individuals observing lossesrather thangains. The participants who choseto help may
haveviewed dropping keysas a potential "loss" situation anddecided to assistthe
investigator.
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ABSTRACT
Cancellation tests are simple instruments that have traditionally been used to study
sustained attention. Common formats follow a test pattern in which rows of letters
symbols or numbers are randomly interspersed with designated targets. Test participants
are generally asked to identify targets while ignoring similar non-target distracter items.
In the current study we present normative data on a new cancellation instrument
developed at SDSU. We present guidelines for administration, as well as normative data
on omission errors, commission errors, mean target hit rates, processing speed
performance, and test-retest reliability for 102 undergraduate participants in the 18-25
year old age range. Statistical analysis suggests that the NIMH-SDSU Letter
Cancellation Protocol has high test-retest reliability, but is also susceptible to practice
effects when subsequent administrations occur within 5 weeks.
INTRODUCTION
One of the most pervasive and poorly understood behavioral disturbances
encountered in neuropsychiatric and educational contexts is the symptom of impaired
attention (Mirsky, Anthony, Duncan, Ahearn, & Kellam, 1991; Mirsky, Bryand, &
Tatman, 1995). All humans experience lapses in attention, and research on attention in
both normal and disordered states has exploded over the last three decades. Evidence is
rapidly accumulating that suggests that the attention system in humans consists of a
multi-component network that requires the coordinated action of several cerebral areas
including the frontal lobes, basal ganglia, corpus callosum, and cerebellum (Fan,
McCandliss, Sommer, Raz, & Posner, 2002; Giedd, Blumenthal, Molloy, & Castellanos,
2001). Cognitive processes carried out by the attentional network in humans includes
spatial orienting to stimuli, maintaining an aroused and alert mental state, disengaging
from and shifting between competing stimuli in a complex environment, and sustaining
focus in mental operations (Mirsky, 1991; Posner & Peterson, 1990).
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Given that disturbances of attention are a prominent symptom of a wide range of
clinical disorders (e.g. epilepsy, seizure disorders, schizophrenia, closed head injury, etc.)
neuropsychologists have focused significant effort on the development of test batteries to
assess normal and disordered attention states (Duncan & Mirsky, 2001; Katz, Wood,
Goldstein, Auchenbach, & Geckle, 1998; Lovejoy et al., 1999; Mirsky, 1991; Mirsky &
Duncan, 2001). Attempts to develop neuropsychological batteries for the assessment of
attention that have both high sensitivity and adequate specificity have been complicated
by the varieties of tasks carried out by the attention system and by the differential
impairment of attention processes in various clinical disorders (Lovejoy et al., 1999;
Mirsky & Duncan, 2001).
One important method of assessing the ability to sustain and focus attention, which
has seen wide inclusion as a component in neuropsychological batteries, is the target
cancellation test. Clinical and experimental studies of attention have used cancellation
tests for well over 100 years, and the procedures have been noted to require sustained
attention, rapid visual scanning and motor activation, and rapid inhibition of responses
(Lezak, 1995).
Cancellation tests generally consist of simple pencil and paper tests in which target
stimuli (usually some designated type of letter, symbol, or numeral) are randomly
scattered among similar non-target distracters. Participants' performance may be scored
in a variety of domains including analyzing correct responses to targets, type and pattern
of error responses, and time to task completion.Stimulus conditions are often varied by
changing the frequency or appearance of the targets, which subsequently produces an
increase or decrease in the attentional load required to successfully complete the task.
Poor performance may reflect a variety of neuropsychological impairments including
acute focal brain injury, general response slowing due to diffuse brain damage, deficits of
response shifting, deficits impairing smooth motor performance, and impairments
leading to bilateral or unilateral inattention (Lezak, 1995).
The current study presents normative data on 102 undergraduate participants
collected at South Dakota State University using a new cancellation test. The instrument
consists of four conditions in which target items are varied to manipulate the difficulty
(i.e. the attentional demands) of the task.
The goals of the study were: 1) to establishing normative data for the test instrument
such that it can be used in clinical practice; 2) to re-test a subset of participants in order
to examine test reliability, and to assess the potential for practice effects (a common
clinical concern).
METHODS & MATERIALS
Description of the Test Instrument
The NIMH-SDSU Letter Cancellation Protocol was developed based on an
instrument adapted by Mirsky et al. (1991) from original work by Talland (1965). It
consists of four conditions in which participants are required to search for specific target
items embedded in an array of similar items (Figure 1).
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Experiment 1 - Condition 1 with target items highlighted.
iiris igpioBxoridaq siieioukg ksaix iv/kei
Isi erwiqnH karasxgbiwblabixfvqblr 1 tdke
cibahixiuiiwihxpfbik ibkizgt:|w iv H gpaa
inutiia giriicill bib kligiwiqjii ruqcquj
Experiment 1 - Condition 2 with target items highlighted.
OajlPA§ HxNfjg BqwzlrfSV/ooFyvB i SOnexby 8
1 lYSUdcaxqTjcgqgozxgeMtV/zi i ixJ-NdXri iB 8
Zcnsheg iyWOcri IZQjinxsgix^Vfi |xffzi iwc 8
qXcfg gjbYg gEittDdfOcjjmRzg §RagscSyg iGU 8
Experiment 1 - Condition 3 with target items highlighted.
1 i IxlzMlylzlawl IvitaiirBlksmlwi iiixbip
xaigpnali ibziomi ixixblqoiijil fllkii ir
rviti 1 iniorcyiqjyiilniqx^ggi iixmi iple
otrpii llgyla veiiiiwi|i |syni| iyxruznip
Figure 1. Conditions 1-3 of the NIMH-SDSU Letter Cancellation Protocol.
In developing the test, careful attention was paid to the selection of font type and
size, specifically so that capital letters could easily be distinguished from lower case
letters, and spacing between letters was easily identified. Several pilot studies were
conducted until an optimum font was identified. In addition, the distributionof target
items was carefully counterbalancedbetween conditions, as well as bilaterally
counterbalanced (all problems noted with the original Mirsky et al. instrument).
Test Administration Procedure
In Condition I (Capital Letters Condition), participants are asked to move across the
lines from left to right marking slashes through all capital letters as rapidly as possible.
Each participant is allowed 60 seconds to complete this condition, and the condition is
administered twice in succession (trials I & 2).
In Condition 2 (Spaces Condition) participants are asked to move across the lines
from left to right looking for double spaces that periodically occur between letters. Each
participant is instructed to mark a slash through the letter immediately before and
immediately after the double space. As before, each participant is allowed 60 seconds to
complete this condition, and the condition is administered twice in succession (trials 3 & 4).
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In Condition3 (Dual Condition)participantsare asked to completeboth tasks (e.g.
marking both capital letters and theletters before and after thedouble spaces). Asbefore,
each participant is allowed 60seconds tocomplete this condition, and thecondition is
administered twice in succession (trials 5 & 6).
In Condition 4 (Processing SpeedCondition) participants are askedto again
complete both tasks (e.g. marking both capital letters and the letters before and after the
double spaces). However, this time they areasked tocomplete anentire page of letters
with no time limit and only one trial is administered (trial 7).
Thepurpose of thetesting procedure described above is to incrementally increase
thedifficulty of target identification andmeasure theparticipant's response as thetask
becomes progressively more difficult. In individuals who experience problems sustaining
attention, the increase in taskdemand is generally associated witha decrease in targethit
rate and an increasein errorsof targetidentification. In addition, the distribution of target
items between conditions and the bilateral counterbalancing within conditions is
designed to allow forassessments ofvisual field defects and spatial neglect syndromes.
Finally, condition 4 was designed asa stand-alone measure ofvisual motor processing
speed over a sustained period oftime. The entire procedure averages approximately 14
minutes in administrationtime. We feel that the stepwise increase in attentional demand,
shortadministration time,andmultiple neuropsychological domains assessed by this
instrument aresignificant procedural strengths that make it a unique and valuable tool for
the study of attention.
PROCEDURE
Onehundredand two volunteer participants wererecruited fromundergraduate
psychology classes using advertisements posted ontheInternet. Participants were
compensated where appropriate with course extra credit. Inclusion criteria for the study
required that participants bebetween 18 and 25 years ofage, had received adequate sleep
during the prior 24-hour period, and had no previous history ofattention orneurological
disorders. In addition, participants were screened forcurrent useof stimulant medication,
anti-anxiety oranti-depressant medications, or theuseof illegal drugs during the
previous year. All participants were tested individually byappointment ina quiet room;
demographic characteristics for the sample arepresented in Table 1.
N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation
Age 102 18.01 25.02 19.15 1.15
Education 102 13 19 13.37 .845
Males 22
Females 80
Table 1. Demographic Characteristics for Experiment 1.
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To assess the reliability of the test and the potential for practice effects a random
subset of 21 individuals were asked to return for a second testing session. Administration
methods and procedures during the second testing session were identical to those in the
first session.
SCORING & RESULTS
All data was analyzed using SPSS 12.0 for Windows. Initially each test condition
was scored for errors of omission (failure to correctly mark a target item), errors of
commission (incorrectly marking a non-target item), and total number of correct
responses (hits to target items). Total number of omission errors and total number of
commission errors were obtained by summing across conditions 1-3 (trials 1-6). Total
number of correct hits to target items was also summed across conditions 1-3 (trials 1-6).
Omission errors, commission errors, and total number of correct hits to target items for
condition 4 (trial 7) was calculated separately. In addition, time to completion (in
seconds) for condition 4, was calculated separately from conditions 1-3. Means and
standard deviations for each variable are presented in Table 2.
N Range Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation
Total Time (in Minutes) 102 14.00 10.00 24.00 14.19 2.51
Total Hits 102 359.00 298.00 657.00 452.32 66.62
Mean Hit Rate (total hits / 6) 102 59.83 49.67 109.50 75.20 11.32
Total Number of Omissions 102 170.00 .00 170.00 16.57 20.48
Total Number of Commissions 102 19.00 .00 19.00 2.15 3.48
Time for Condition 4 (in Seconds) 102 209.00 159.00 368.00 239.10 35.49
Total Hits for Condition 4 102 43.00 267.00 310.00 301.65 8.11
% Con^ect for Condition 4 102 13.87 86.13 100.00 97.30 2.61
Total Omissions for Condition 4 102 43.00 .00 43.00 8.33 8.11
Total Commissions for Condition 4 102 10.00 .00 10.00 1.19 1.62
Table 2. Descriptive Data for Experiment I.
To assess the reliability of the instrument, we randomly asked twenty one (21)
participants (20.5 %) to return for a second testing session and conducted a test-retest
reliability analysis. Correlations using Pearson's method were conducted on the entire
retest sample as well as on groups broken down by length of retest interval. Twenty-one
participants returned between one and five weeks after initial testing. Results suggested
that all measures with the exception of commission errors in trial 7 (processing speed
condition) showed high test-retest reliability (Table 3).
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Source First Testing Second Testing
Mean SD Mean SD r
Total Score 451.85 69.84 489.42 59.64 0.850
Total Mean 75.07 11.85 81.57 9.94 0. 840 *
Total Omissions Trials 1-6 12.09 7.93 7.95 6.47 0.658 *
Total Commissions Trials 1-6 1.66 2.63 1.28 2.00 0.692
Total Time for Trial 7 245.95 43.31 216.04 28.26 0.857 *
Total Score for Trial 7 303.09 4.93 305.71 2.66 0.750=^
Total Omissions for Trial 7 6.90 4.93 4.28 2.66 0.750 *
Total Commissions for Trial 7 1.14 1.31 0.95 1.35 0.172
Table 3. Correlations between Test-Retest Measurements for Experiment 1.
To assess the question of practice effects, we conducted an Analysis of Variance
between scores obtained during the first testing session and the retest session. Inspection
of the data revealed that the total score (hit rate) was significantly higher for the
combined sample at retest than initially, F (1, 20) = 21.86, p < .01 (Table4). This finding
indicates that participants' performance increased significantly at retest and suggests a
practice effect.
Source Sum of Squares Df Mean Square F
Test-Retest 14821.929 1,20 14821.929 21.86 *
Table 4. Analysis of Variance Results for Experiment 1.
DISCUSSION
This study was designed to gather normative data on a new neuropsychological
assessment tool for the measurement of sustained attention and psychomotor processing
speed. We were specifically interested in establishing normative data for the test
instrument such that it can be used in clinical practice, and in re-testing a subset of
participants in order to examine test reliability and assess the potential for practice
effects.
Results from this study suggest that the test does have high internal reliability but is
susceptible to practice effects, and thus should not be used with the same individual
without a significant intervening interval.
Limitations
Several important limitations in this study should be noted. In particular, the range
of time between test and retest was more variable than we would have liked, and we
believe that several samples spanning a broader temporal interval should be obtained to
definitively establish guidelines for retesting. In addition, given the well known age-
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related changes in visual motor processing speed, the application of the normative data in
this study should be restricted only to individuals in the 18-25 year old age range.
Summary
In summary, The NIMH-SDSU Letter Cancellation Test is an effective neuro-
psychological tool that is easy to administer, takes less than 15 minutes for a participant
to complete, and yields measures of inattentiveness (omissions), impulsivity or failure of
inhibition (commissions), visual-motor processing speed, and may also be used to assess
visual field defects and spatial neglect syndromes. The normative data and guidelines for
use gathered in this study should prove useful to clinicians and researchers interested in
using the instrument for the assessment of sustained attention.
Plans for future research include the assessment of different age ranges to establish
a larger normative data base, further studies to establish the length of time necessary
before the instrument can be re-administered, and the inclusion of clinical populations to
assess the discriminative validity of the instrument.
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ABSTRACT
The hypothesis for this study was that program content would have an effect on a
person's ability to recall commercials contained in that program. One hundred and
seventy-six college students viewed one of three types of programs: a neutral program, a
sexually explicit program, or a program that contained vulgarity. All three programs
contained the same commercials. Free recall of commercials and cued recall of
commercials was assessed. Program content was shown to have a significant effect on
the number of commercials freely recalled and the total number of commercials recalled,
thus supporting the hypothesis.
Today, advertising is a huge business with over $150 billion spent annually on
advertising in the national media (Spotts, Weinberger, & Parsons, 1997). Since 98% of
American households own at least one television set (Bushman, & Bonacci, 2002),
commercial advertisements contained in TV programs are a very popular form of
advertising. Another reason for their popularity is the fact that they can also be very
effective. For example, one study showed that thousands of children were able to name
more brands of beer than U.S. presidents (Byrd-Bredbenner, 2002). Similar research has
already been done in this area and many companies have likely benefited. Everything
from how the invention of the remote control caused viewers to not pay attention to
commercials (Moriarty & Everett, 1994) to the use of animated spokes-characters in
commercials (Peirce & McBride, 1999) has been studied.
Advertising during a television program can be very expensive, so advertising
companies place a great deal of importance on creating an effective advertisement that is
viewed by a large audience. Because of this, it would seem logical that advertisers would
pay a higher price to place their ads in programs that are viewed by a large audience.
While advertising to a large audience should be a priority for advertisers, perhaps it
should not be the only priority. Television program content may have an effect on how
well viewers remember that commercial. For example, Bushman and Bonacci (2002)
found that televised violence and sex impaired memory for commercial messages.
Fumham, Gunter, and Walsh (1998) also found that program content had an effect on
commercial recall ability. In addition to commercial advertisements, a similar
relationship was found for program content and how well Public Service Announcements
were recalled (Pugzles Lorch et al., 1994).
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The focus of the current study is to investigate the relationship between program
content and commercial recall ability. It is speculated that program content will indeed
have an effect on commercial recall ability of viewers. Specifically, programs containing
vulgar or sexually explicit content will impair viewers' ability to remember commercials
contained in the program.
METHOD
Participants
One hundred and seventy-six college students were selected for this experiment.
There were 38 men and 138 women. The data for one participant was disregarded.
Subjects were recruited from introductory level Psychology courses and were
compensated with extra credit points. The American Psychological Association's
"Ethical Principles of Psychologists and Code of Conduct" was followed for the duration
of the experiment for all participants involved.
Materials
Three videotapes of different broadcast television programs were used. Each tape
contained either a 30-minute episode of a program containing vulgarity, sexual themes,
or neutral content. Each of the three groups viewed only one show but all viewed the
same commercials in the same order. Viewer attention to the program was assessed by
having participants give a brief plot summary of the program. Free recall of commercials
was assessed by having participants list as many commercials as they could remember.
Subjects were instructed to list up to 15 commercials that they remembered, although
only 12 commercials were actually shown. Cued recall was assessed using a true/false
questionnaire with lists of general characteristics of commercials that may or may not
have been contained in the commercials viewed by the subjects. Subjects were to list any
additional commercials remembered using the cues.
Procedure
Subjects were informed that the purpose of the study was to examine television
viewing behaviors of college students in order to mask the real purpose of the study.
Subjects were randomly assigned to view one of the three programs. At the conclusion of
the program, subjects were given a questionnaire that contained debriefing information.
Viewer attention to the program was measured along with free recall. Finally, cued recall
was obtained. Total commercials correctly recalled were figured by adding the freely
recalled commercials to any additional commercials recalled from the cued portion of the
questionnaire. Data from subjects was disregarded if the subject did not show evidence
of viewer attention to program.
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RESULTS
The average number of commercials freely recalled for the group viewing the
program containing vulgai* content (M=2.9, SD=1.42) was lower than the average
number of commercials recalled by the group viewing the neutral program (M=3.84,
SD=2.2), as seen in Figure 1. The average number of free recalled commercials of the
group viewing the program containing vulgar content was also less than the average
number of commercials for the group viewing the sexually explicit program (M=3.28,
SD=1.81), which can also be seen in Figure 1. The effects of program content on free
recall of commercials were significant, F(2,172)=4.21, p=.02, as can be seen in Table 1.
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit
Program Content
Within Groups
28.13
574.99
2.00
172.00
14.07 4.21 0.02 3.05
3.34
Total 603.12 174.00
Table 1: Analysis of Variance of Commercial Free Recall as a Function of Program
Content
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit
Program Content
Within Groups
28.89
556.62
2.00
172.00
14.45 4.46 0.01 3.05
3.24
Totai 585.51 174.00
Table 2: Analysis of Variance of Commercial Total Recall as a Function of Program
Content
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Figure 1. Average number of freely recalled commercials and cue recalled commercials
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Theaverage totalnumber of commercials cuerecalled for thegroup viewing the
program containing vulgar content (M=3.28, SD=1.37) was lower than theaverage
number of total commercials cue recalled by the neutral group (M=4.25, SD=2.13), as
seenin Figure 1.Theaverage of the group viewing theprogram containing vulgar
content was also lower than the average of the sexually explicit group (M=3.97,
SD=1.84). The effects of program content on cuerecallof commercials weresignificant,
F(2,172)=4.46, p=.01,as can be seenin Table 2.A post hoc t-test foundthe average
number of total commercials recalled to be significantlylower for the group that viewed
theprogram containing vulgarity compared to thegroup thatviewed theprogram
containing neutralcontent, t(114)=2.92, p=.002(one-tailed).
DISCUSSION
In thisexperiment, program content hadan effect on subjects' ability to recall
commercials containedwithin that program.Even though similar studies found a
significant effect, it appears noteveryone would agree as to why thisoccurs. Gunter,
Furnham, andFrost (1994) pointed out the importance of viewer involvement in the
show. They found that viewers who were attentive to what they were viewing dida better
jobofrecalling commercials. However, Gunter, Fumham, and Beeson (1997) found that
commercial recall was better when the commercials were contained within a minimally
involving program. Fumham &Mori (2003) found thatsubjects recalled commercials at
a higher ratewhen they were contained in a humorous program asopposed to a non-
humorous program. These findings suggest thattheexact manner in which program
content affects commercial recall ability is still unclear.
Although program content showed a significant effect in influencing commercial
recall ability in this study, it should benoted that theaverage total recall score forall
subjects was only3.83 outof 12possible. Thisindicates that there were many
participants who were likely not paying very close attention. Perhaps the reason for this
is because the studywasconducted in the evening andnotduring regular school hours.
Since all theparticipants in thestudy were students, it is reasonable to assume thatmany
of themdidnotreally want to be there at sucha timeandwere onlydoing it for theextra
credit points. This would likely cause many students tonotpayattention to theprogram.
It ispossible that participants who had already seen the programs would have noticed
that the pattem ofcommercials was not familiar and this may have thrown offthe results.
Forexample, theprogram containing vulgar content is normally aired ona station that
regularly promotes itself. In this study, any commercial that contained station
identification was removed. Another consideration for future research would be to use
different program types such asreality shows, violent shows, dramas, orgame shows and
show them to a more diverse audience. Also, in future research the effects of gender bias
should be considered. Peirce and McBride (1994) claim that gender portrayals may be a
greater influence than allother facets ofanadvertisement. Finally, it may also be
important toreexamine the conflicting findings ofsome ofthe previous research inthis
area. Forexample, in a future study it might be worthwhile to investigate therelationship
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between viewer involvement in the show and commercial recall ability in order to shed
some light on the conflicting findings of Gunter, et al (1994), and Gunter, et al (1997).
This study, along with several others, has shown that program content does appear
to have an influence over how well people remember commercials contained in that
program. New research will need to be conducted as well as variations on existing
research in order to better understand this relationship. Until then, advertisers should
certainly consider program content as an important factor when developing an effective
commercial
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ABSTRACT
Instructions play a valuable part in modern society, but their effectiveness is often
questioned. In this study, 33 undergraduate students completed a series of simple Lego®
tasks using three forms of instructional methods. Step-by-step instructions consisting of
written instructions, pictorial instructions, or a combination of the two were tested. The
number of correctly completed steps and total time taken for each task was collected.
Although there was no difference in accuracy with pictorial or combined instruction
types, both written and combined instruction types resulted in greater accuracy. No
difference between the pictorial and combined instructions could be found, however. The
mere presence of pictures may play a role in accurately and timely completion of a
simple construction task.
Instructions are found virtually everywhere in everyday life. However, their
usefulness is often questioned. Manuals are often ignored for assembly until last resort;
yet, educational instructions are widely used and provide valuable information.
Researchers have explored instructional methods and their ease of use in many studies.
One largely researched form of instructions are teaching methods and testing methods.
Lamude and Wolven (1998) stress that a teacher's clarity can have an impact on the
learning environment. Dwyer and De Melo (1984) report that overall recall when taking
a test was improved when illustrations were either utilized in learning the subject, or in
the design of the exam. Macneil (1980) found that there was no significant difference
between expository and discovery methods of teaching.
Several studies have compared different map types as instructional methods and
have found that drivers prefer and perform better when illustrated maps are available
(Kovach, Surrette & Aamodt, 1988; Wright, Lickorish, Hull & Ummelen, 1995).
Teaching styles for physical activities have also been compared. Verbal and written
instructions for scuba diving were equally beneficial (Green & Powell, 1988); while
there appears to be a difference between auditory, visual, and tactile based instruction for
tennis lessons (Kennedy, 1995). Ability to put together a movie projector was not altered
by instructional method (modeling, illustrations, and video presented with audio) (Butts,
1979). In computer-based learning, Mayer, Down, and Mayer (2003) found narrative
instructions to be more beneficial than text-based instructions on interactive-based tasks.
Lastly, a simple marble task was designed by Powell and Howard (1990) to assess the
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difference in success between written, verbal, and a combination of the two methods.
They found no significant difference between the two groups. Researchers have primarily
focused on the differencebetween visual and verbal instruction methods.Each type
could bedependant on the task being completed. This study focuses on visually-based
instructions that are used to assemble a series of simple building block tasks.
The purpose ofthis study is tocompare written instructions, pictorial instructions,
and a combination of the two whencompleting a simpleLego® building task.It is
predicted that participants who use combined instructions will score ahigher level of
accuracy (number ofcorrect steps completed) and will complete the tasks inless time.
METHOD
Participants
Participants were 33 undergraduate South Dakota State University students from
Psychology 101 and Psychology 202 classes who volunteered to participate. The sample
ofparticipants consisted of7 males and 26 females. The age ofthe students ranged from
18-21 years; the average age was 19 years (SD =0.06). Students were randomly assigned
toone ofthree experimental groups (n= 11). All smdents received extra credit intheir
psychology class for participation inthe study. Participants were informed oftheir right
toconfidentiality and their right towithdrawal without penalty inaccordance with the
American Psychological Association's "Ethical Principles ofPsychologists and Code of
Conduct" (2002).
Materials
Tasks were completed using ten Lego® blocks varying insize and shape. ALego®
"base" was used for the participants toassemble their tasks. Instructions for completing
the tasks were provided toeach participant. Three formats ofinstruction were used in
this experiment. The first format consisted ofwritten step-by-step directions. For the
written instructions, all sentences beganwithan action-based subject (Dixon, 1982;
Dixon, Paries, &Gabrys, 1988). Ahand-drawn diagram showing the coding system that
was used fortheblocks was provided. Thesecond format was a setof instructions that
showed how tocomplete the tasks step-by-step through the use ofphotographed images
ofthe Legos®. Lastly, acombined format contained the written format for each step with
a pictureof eachindividually completed step.
Procedure
Each participant completed a series oftasks inthe same order. There were ten tasks
ofincreasing difficulty, and each task varied inthe number ofsteps. At the beginning of
each task, theLego® pieces were arranged ina specific pattern inbetween the
participants and between each task. Participants completed the tasks individually and
were prevented from viewing others. Each correctly completed step was tallied as one
point, while each incorrectly completed ormissed step was scored as zero. Accuracy is
determined by the number ofcorrectly completed steps. Each task had a maximum time
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limit for completion, which was based on the number of steps per task. This procedure
was repeated for all ten tasks. All participants were debriefed.
RESULTS
As shown in Figure 1, accuracy was lower when following the written instructions
(M = 44.27, SD = 10.84) than when following pictorial instructions (M = 51, SD = 3.26)
or combined instructions (M = 50.91, SD = 2.59). As shown in Figure 2, participants
who followed written instructions took longer to complete on average (M = 1075, SD =
272) than those who followed pictorial instructions (M = 244, SD = 35) or combined
instructions (M = 325, SD = 62). As shown in Table 1, instruction type significantly
altered between the three instructional methods, F(2, 30) = 3.65, p < .05. A second
ANOVA analysis. Table 2, determined statistical significance for the instruction type and
the time taken to complete the tasks, F(2, 30) = 87.23, p < .01. A post-hoc analysis shows
a significant difference between the scores of the participants using written instructions
and those using combined instructions, t (20) = 1.98, p < .05 (one-tailed).
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Figure 1. Total average number correct for each instruction type with standard
deviations.
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Figure 2. Total average time taken for each instruction type with standard deviations.
Analysis of Variance for Correct Scores
Source of Variation SS df MS F F Grit
Type of instrustion 327.45 2 163.73 3.65* 3.32
Within Groups 1347.09 30 44.90
* p < .05
Table 1. Analysis of Variance for Correct Scores.
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Analysis of Variancefor Total Time
Source of Variation ss df MS F F crit
Type of Instrustion 4624331.88 2 2312165.94 87.23** 3.32
Within Groups 795159.09 30 26505.30
** p < .01
Table 2. Analysis of Variance for Total Time.
DISCUSSION
There was a statistical difference between the three types of instructions. However,
a statistical difference between pictorial and a combined format of instructions can not be
found in this study. Therefore the hypothesis is unable be supported.
The observers noticed that many participants using combined instructions ignored
the written portion of the instructions. Therefore, the similar scores for these two
methods can be explained because the participants essentially used the same instructions.
As people follow instructions, they tend to discover unnecessary information and then
typically ignore it (Kovach, Surrette, & Aamodt, 1988; Dixon, Paries, & Gabrys, 1988).
Perhaps the participants in the present study who used the combined instructions took a
little longer to decipher essential versus non-essential information.
The tasks in this experiment were not complex; therefore, it is believed that the
written instructions provided little further clarity or direction than the pictorial
illustrations. It could also be possible that with a more complex task, IQ could play a role
in performance using different instructional methods. Further research of this topic
should investigate the benefits and specific instances when written instructions should be
included with illustrated diagrams.
This study was based on participants completing a building task using small blocks.
The results of this study should not be generalized to include mental, physical, or other
non-building based tasks. However, this research can serve as a basis to model other
forms of instruction or alternate task methods.
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ABSTRACT
The aggression levels of college students was measured after listening to either a
hard rock song. The Used's (2002) Maybe Memories, or an upbeat jazz song, Scott
Joplin's (1899) The Entertainer. Each song was edited into the background of a neutral
video of the South Dakota State University campus. After viewing the short film clip, a
modified version of the Buss and Durkee's (1981) Hostility Inventory was completed.
The name of the inventory was changed to "Aspects of Personality" to reduce potential
bias. The results of this study do not show that hard rock music increased college
students' aggression level.
Artists use music in order to express emotion, their views of the world, and feelings
toward others. Many musicians prefer a fast-paced, aggressive, and violent format of
music. This genre of music is known as hard rock or heavy metal. Rock was first
introduced to the public in 1955 by Bill Haley and The Comets, and since then, has been
viewed as a negative influence on society (Ballard & Coates, 1995). Lieberman (1997)
concluded that much of the music that the youth of America are now listening to may be
depreciating their value of life. Parental concern exists about rock music teaching this
generation's youth about sex, drugs, and violence (Ballard & Coates).
It is not clear what role rock lyrics play in aggression. Ballard and Coates concluded
that the majority of listeners focus on the music rather than the actual lyrics. They also
found that adolescents found it difficult determining the theme of a rock song, based on
the lyrics alone. In much of today's rock music, lyrics do not seem to be emphasized as
much as the actual music itself (Barongan & Nagayama Hall, 1995).
In the current study, a modified version of Buss and Durkee's (1981) Hostility
Inventory was used to measure the aggression level of college students. The validity of
this paper and pencil test as an accurate measure of aggression has been previously
established. Morse, McNeil, and Ketcham (1966) stated, "The Buss-Durkee Inventory
remains one of the best instruments to quantify aggression." Renson, Adams, and
Tinklenberg (1978) also confirmed the validity of the inventory in an experiment
involving violent chronic alcohol abusers. This Hostility Inventory also seems to do well
in predicting who will be aggressive or violent (Knott, 1970).
In the current experiment, the relationship between brief exposure to hard rock
music, aggression, and violent behaviors will be examined. It is expected that fast-paced.
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aggressiverock will increase aggression levels in the participants when compared to the
control group. The influence of music preference is also studied.
METHOD
Participants
Seventy undergraduate college students, 18years of ageor older, attending South
Dakota State University volunteered to participate in this study. Participants were
selected from an Introductory Psychology course. Approval was received from the
Human Subjects Committee of South Dakota State University. All subjects were treated
according to the NIK guidelines for conduction of Human Research.
Materials
Music from The Used's (2002) Maybe Memories and Scott Joplin's (1899) The
Entertainer were selected. Both songs were edited into the background of a neutral video
of the South Dakota State University campus. A modified version of the Buss and
Durkee's (1981) Hostility Inventory was used to measure the aggression level of the
participants. Thirty-fouradditionalquestionswere added to the test to either distract the
students from its original purpose or elicit additional information about types of music
each student normally enjoys. These questions were not included in the final score. Six
of the originalquestionswere also altered due to difficultor outdatedword choices.
Design and Procedure
Seventystudentswere randomlyassignedto differentgroups.There was a total of
40 students in the control groups and 30 students in the experimental groups. A consent
form was given to them which outlined the procedure, and they were given the
opportunity to refusd to participate at any time.The participants then viewed a videoclip.
The video clip containedneutral scenery images of the South DakotaState University
campus, but did not contain any people.
Each video was approximatelyfive minutes long and had music edited into the
background. In the controlgroupthe background songcontained classical ragtimemusic,
ScottJoplin's (1899) The Entertainer. A heavyaggressive rock songwas editedinto the
experimental group's video.The Used's (2002) MaybeMemories. After the students
viewed the short video clip they were asked to take a true/false inventory. The inventory
was a modified version of the Buss and Durkee's (1981) Hostility Inventory. A higher
score on the test indicated a higher level of aggression. To reflect the alterations and to
prevent possible bias, the nameof the test waspresented to the participants asAspects of
Personality Inventory.
The name of the experiment was also changed on the consent form from "The
Effects of Hard Rock Music On Aggression In College Students" to "Aspects of
Personality." The studentswere not made awarethat they were specificallybeing
measured for aggression or that the nameof the experiment was altered. Prior to viewing
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the video, they were also not told why certain music was being played. This information
was not disclosed because of its potential to bias the experiment, although it was
disclosed to them in the debriefing. The subjects were told the exact nature of the
experiment at the conclusion of the experiment.
Any concerns the students had were promptly addressed following the procedures to
make certain no aggressive acts would occur after they left the experiment and that no
extreme distress was felt. Phone numbers were available for the counseling center and
the supervisor of the experiment. This study was conducted under the American
Psychological Association's guideline code of ethics.
RESULTS
As shown in Figure 1, the students that listened to the aggressive rock music (M =
26.43, SD = 8.22) did not score statistically higher on the modified version of the
Hostility Inventory than did the students who listened to the light jazz music (M = 29.85,
SD = 10.36); t(68) = -1.49, p = .07 (one-tailed), d = .18. There was also no relationship
between the preferences for type of music for the control group and the experimental
group, (V,N = 70) = 14.07, p = .88. Therefore, music style did not significantly affect
the results.
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Figure 1. The mean and standard deviations for the two groups that either listened to
Scott Joplin (control) or The Used (experimental).
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DISCUSSION
In thepresent study, there was nodifferential effect of type ofmusic onimmediate
aggressive behavior, asmeasured bytheHostility Inventory. Coss (1998) found similar
results. However, according to theAmerican Academy of Pediatrics (1996), thereis a
significant marker between adolescents' preference forheavy metal and dangerous
behavior in their youth.
Several factors mayhaveprevented the lackof expected results, suchas the
selectionof the music. Instead of Scott Joplin's (1899)The Entertainer, maybe
something closer to thecurrent time period could have been used, increasing familiarity
ormaking theselection more enjoyable totheparticipants. Another factor that may have
contributed to the lackof significant results is that the music maynothavebeeneither
neutral enough oraggressive enough. Maybe bands such asCannibal Corpse orDeicide
may have produced greater aggression levels, and therefore could beused in future
studies. As Palumbo (1997) pointed out, the highest concern comes fromrap andheavy
metal.
Another factor thatmayhave affected thecurrent results was thetimeof daythe
subjects participated inthe experiment. The control group was run early inthe evening
and theexperimental group was runlaterin theevening. Theexperimental group may
have been more relaxed or tired than the control group.
Forat leastthepast50years, popular music hasbeenassumed toproduce
aggressive behavior. Although some studies dofind aneffect ofcertain types ofmusic on
aggression, this is not a consistent effect. Since music can befound insomany diverse
cultural contexts,the sensoryand perceptualeffectsof music are importantto
understand.
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ABSTRACT
The present study is an attempt to examine if couples can recognize the body odor
of their significant other in a t-shirt worn for two days. Nine couples were in the
experimental group (couples who had been dating at least six months), while the control
group consisted of eight women and seven men (strangers to each other at the beginning
of the study). The hypothesis that previous experience improves correct olfactory
identification was not supported. When compared to women in the control group, men in
the control group were better at recognizing their own shirt. When compared to men in
the control group, women in the control group were better at identifying the shirt of a
specific male participant.
Pheromones are chemical signals excreted by a member of a certain species with
some behavioral effect on another member of that same species (Plateck, Burch, and
Gallup, 2001). Animals can, and do, use pheromonal means for communicating
important information between species. Pheromones can help a species communicate
fear and alarm (Chen and Haviland-Jones, 2000). Pheromones are also used as an
indicator of an animal's territory, identity, and fertility (Weller, 1998).
Not only are pheromones emitted by animals, pheromones can be detected as
natural human body odor (Kohl, Atzmueller, Fink, and Grammer, 2001). Weller (1998)
discovered that humans secrete these pheromone scents from different parts of their
bodies. Pheromones are generally sensed by pheromone receptors located in the
vomeronasal organ (VNO).
Body odors can provide important identifying information in humans (Weller,
1998). These substances may be secreted by the skin or glands and inhaled through the
nose (Michael and Keveme, 1968). It has been shown that pheromones emitted by
humans are sex communicators, and start to be produced in humans at puberty
(Kobayashi and Fisher, 1997). Both men and women rank body odor as the most
important component for sexual interest (Herz and Inzlicht, 2002).
There are individual differences in sensitivity to pheromones and consequently the
strength of the reaction (Stern and McClintock, 1998). There are also gender differences
in the reaction to pheromones. Men and women perceive the substance differently. Kirk-
Smith and Booth (1987) stated that previous experience with an odor, or in other words
learned associations, could help produce a memory for that odor. It is no surprise then,
that individuals are able to recognize their own body odor (Plateck, Burch, and Gallup,
2001). Not only do the odors have an association with memories, there is also a strong
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correlation between odors and the effect they have on moods (Chen and Haviland-Jones,
1999). If the odor is perceived as pleasant or familiar, a positive mood will arise.
Negative moods will be present if the odor is unpleasant.
If previous experience with a particular odor can produce an odor memory, couples
should be able to recognize the scent of each other. Couples should have enough
experience with each other to recognize their body odor. Their significant other might
cause a happy emotion when the smell is available; this might also produce recognition
of the odor. It is expected that couples will be able to recognize the body odor of their
signifieant other based on previous experience with the odor.
METHOD
Participants
Permission was received by professors to go into classes and recruit volunteers. The
total number of participants was 33 undergraduate college students. The experimental
group consisted of nine couples that had been dating at least six months. The control
group consisted of seven males and eight females who were unknown to each other,
other than being classmates. They were randomly assigned a specific other for the study.
The term "specific other" was used in place of "significant other" to identify randomly
assigned individuals in the control group. The control group was used to see if body odor
could be recognized based on minimal previous experience. Volunteers received extra
credit at the discretion of the professor as well as a free movie rental for their
participation.
Participation was based on three stipulations: (1) all participants were required to be
at least 18 years old, (2) participants in the experimental group were required to be in a
relationship for at least six months, and (3) participants in the control group did not
participate with a known specific other. This study followed American Psychological
Association's guidelines for ethical treatment of all participants.
Materials
Participants were provided with a new, fitted, white t-shirt. The t-shirts were marked
on the back of the tag for data coding purposes. A Ziploc storage bag was also provided
for purposes of storing the t-shirt. A two-ounce plastic cup filled with coffee beans was
provided for every participant during the study to clear the previous odors.
Procedure
Participants were given the t-shirt on Friday evening with instructions for the
weekend. Each participant was asked to shower prior to putting on the t-shirt and to have
the shirt on before 8:00 p.m. Participants were instructed not to use deodorant, lotion,
perfume, or any other personal products with an odor before putting on the shirt. This
was done to make sure the body odor was the only smell in the shirt. If the participants
planned on going out over the weekend, they were asked to wear something over the
shirt to prevent foreign smells on the shirt. Participants were instructed to wear the shirt
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the entire weekend without taking it off or showering. Participants were allowed to
remove the shirt at 8:00 a.m. on Sunday morning and store the shirt in the bag. Sunday
afternoon participants attempted to identify their own shirt as well as the shirt worn by
their significant or specific other.
Each participant smelled each shirt in the bag one time. Participants were not to
return to sniff previous shirts. Participants were asked to identify the shirt of their
significant or specific other and to identify their own shirt. For the control group, each
participant sniffed their assigned specific other in the hallway before entering the
research room. Based on this one smell, they were asked to identify the shirt of their
specific other. After smelling each shirt, participants inhaled the aroma of coffee beans to
clear the remaining scent of the previous pheromones.
RESULTS
Figure 1 shows the percent of correct identifications for the participants when
identifying their own shirt. Men in the control group had a 33% correct identification rate
for their own shirt, while women in the control group were correct 22% of the time.
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Figure 1. The percent of correct self-identification for males and females in experimental
and control groups.
Men in the experimental group had a 50% correct identification rate for their own shirt,
although women in the experimental group did not correctly identify any of their own
shirts. Women in the control group identified the shirt of their specific other with a
success rate of 42%. Men in the control group had a 17% success rate at identifying the
shirt of their specific other. Men in the experimental group were better at correctly
identifying their significant other (33% accurate) than were the women (22% accurate).
Figure 2 shows the percent of correct identification for significant or specific others.
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Figure 2. The percentof correctsignificant or specific other identification for malesand
females in experimental and control groups.
There was no significance in the frequency of identifyingshirts for self-identification
acrossgroups (2, N=33)=1.81,p>.05,nor for identification of shirtswornby
significantor specific others (2, N=33) =1.17, p>.05.
DISCUSSION
Men were slightlybetter at identifyingtheir own shirt and worse at identifyingthe
shirt of their significantor specificother.Womenin the control group did fairly well at
identifying the shirt of their specific othereventhoughtheydid not knowthe menbefore
the study. Why this happened is questionable. Women may havea stronger reactionto
smells (Stern and McClintock, 1998). There is a possibility that the smell of their
assigned malepartnermayhavebeenmoresalientbecause it wassomething new. The
originalhypothesis wasnot supported. Couples couldnot identifythe shirtof their
significant other.
There are some possibleconfoundsin the current study. Russell (1976)prohibited
participants fromwearing odorous products for 24 hourspriorto putting on the t-shirt. If
the participant had moretimeto perspire beforeputting on the shirt,the shirtwould have
a strongeraroma, makingit more identifiable. Plateck, Burch,and Gallup(2001)
prohibited participants fromeatinghighly odorous foods for 24 hourspriorto wearing
the t-shirt. These variables may have altered the present findings in that body odor may
not have been strong enough or masking smells may have been present.
The presentstudydid not controlfor smokers. Smokers haveimpaired olfactory
abilities, and that may have affected the participants' ability to identify the shirt. The
windows in the room of the study were open and the ventilation was poor. This may have
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affected the participants' ability to correctly identify shirts. Future investigators might
spend more time addressing why the men in this study were better at identification than
the men in past studies.
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ABSTRACT
Apoptosis, or programmed cell death, plays in important role in proliferative
disorders, particularly cancer. A decrease in apoptosis allows cancer cells to grow out of
control. These conditions make the apoptosis pathway an attractive target for new
strategies in cancer therapy. The purpose of this research project was to investigate the
anticancer potential of two compounds that occur naturally in common plants. All our
experiments utilize fluorescent molecular probes measured in a fluorescent microplate
reader or with a fluorescent microscope equipped for high-resolution, real-time, digital
imaging. Using human MCF-7 breast cancer cells, two compounds were tested for their
anticancer potential by measuring growth inhibition and apoptosis. Cucurbitacin E, a
triterpene sterol found in various plants, has exhibited concentration-dependent growth
inhibition due to cytotoxic cell death and apoptosis. The second compound, genistein, is
one of the primary isoflavones found in soy. A diet high in soy products, like those of
many Asian countries, has been shown to reduce the risk of breast cancer. We
demonstrated that treatment with genistein resulted in concentration dependent growth
inhibition with an effective concentration of 85|xM. Cells treated with genistein also
exhibited significant amounts of apoptosis, as determined by DNAfragmentation and
morphological characteristics. Total methanol extracts of soy, obtained from different
geographical locations, were assayed in the same manner. We found that these extracts
were also capable of growth inhibition and that the extent of these effects varied between
the extracts. The results presented support our conclusion that cucurbitacin E is highly
cytotoxic and may not be suitable for targeting the apoptosis pathway, while genistein
induces significant amounts of apoptosis by an unknown mechanism.
INTRODUCTION
Cells undergo the process of apoptosis, or programmed cell death, for various
reasons. For example, apoptosis naturally occurs when cells are infected by viruses, or
suffer irreparable damage. When cells of the body are enabled to bypass the apoptosis
pathway, serious consequences result manifested in proliferative disorders, particularly
cancer. A decrease in apoptosis allows cancer cells to grow out of control, resulting in
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tumor formation. If the apoptosis pathway could be restored, transformed cells could be
eliminated without inflammatory response or nonspecific drug interactions damaging
adjacent normal tissue. These conditions make the apoptosis pathway an attractive target
for new strategies in cancer therapy.
Development of cancer has not only been linked to genetic factors, but also
environmental factors and personal habits, like exercise and diet. In Asian countries
there are significantly fewer deaths from breast cancer in comparison to the United States
and Western Europe. Various studies done over the past 20 years have shown a clear
correlation between different lifestyles and the incidence of breast cancer, rather than
genetics in these populations. In particular, individuals in these Asian countries consume
20-50 times more soy products in comparison to Americans (1, 2). Genistein (4',5,7-
trihydroxyisoflavone), one of the primary isoflavonoids found in soy, has been shown to
inhibit protein tyrosine kinase (3, 4) and inhibit growth of various carcinoma cell lines
(1, 4, 5).
Cucurbitacins are triterpenes found in many plants that are believed to have medicinal
properties. In particular, cucurbitacin E is also been shown to be cytotoxic in prostate
carcinoma cells and is proposed to work by disrupting the F-actin cytoskeleton (6).
The question in our study was whether either of these compounds used apoptosis as
a mechanism of cell growth inhibition. To answer this question, we treated MCF-7 breast
carcinoma cells with the two compounds and determined the effective concentration
resulting in growth inhibition of 50% of the control (EC50).We determined the presence
of apoptosis by measuring DNA fragmentation and morphological criteria. Our findings
demonstrate that cucurbitacin E is highly cytotoxic, but does not induce apoptosis above
base line level. Therefore, we concluded that it may not be suitable for further study as
an anticancer agent. Genistein exhibited growth inhibition, along with significant
amounts of apoptosis making it a suitable candidate for further testing. The soy extracts
also exhibited growth inhibition, but the extent of inhibition was dependant on the origin
of the extract.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Chemicals
Cucurbitacin E and soy total methanol extracts were obtained from F. Halaweish
(South Dakota State University). Genistein was purchased from Sigma Chemical (St.
Louis, MO). Cell culture media and supplements were purchased from GIBCO. APO-
BrdU TUNEL Assay Kit and Hoescht 33342 were obtained from Molecular Probes.
Cell Culture
MCF-7 breast carcinoma cells were obtained from American Type Culture
Collection (Manassas, VA). The cells are cultured in RPMI-I640 media supplemented
with 10% fetal calf serum, 100 units/ml penicillin, 100p,g/ml streptomycin, and at 37° C
in a humidified incubator with 5% CO2. Growth inhibition assays were performed on
96-well plates (Falcon). Cells were trypsinized and plated at 1.5 x 10" (cucurbitacin E)
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and 1x10" (genistein) cells/well 24 hours before treatment. Cells grown on four well
chamber slides (Falcon) were used for digital imaging.
GROWTH INHIBITION ASSAYS
Cucurbitacin E and Genistein
Fresh media containing cucurbitacin E at concentrations of 28, 56, 113, 225, 450
nM and a control containing the vehicle (0.1% dimethylsufoxide) were added to the 96-
well plates and incubated for 1, 2, and 3 days.
Similarly, fresh media containing genistein at concentrations of 10, 25, 50, 100,
200, 400p.M and controls containing the vehicle (0.1, 0.2, or 0.4% DMSO for 10-
100p.M, 200p.Mand 400p.M,respectively)were added to the 96-well plate and
incubated for 1, 3, and 6 days.
After treatment cells were stained with Heochst 33342 (10p.g/ml) in phosphate
buffered saline (PBS) for 30 minutes, washed with PBS, and read on the FLxSOO (Bio-
Tek Instruments Inc.) fluorescent microplate reader and analyzed using KC Junior
software.
Soy Extracts
Four total methanol extracts of soy containing unknown concentrationsof genistein
were dissolved in DMSO at a concentration of 25 mg/ml. Fresh media containing each
extract at a final concentration of 250p.g/ml along with a control containing the vehicle
(1% DMSO), and a trial of 100p.M(27p.g/ml) genistein for comparison were added to a
96-wellplate (plated as before) and incubatedfor 3 days. The treated plates were then
analyzed in the same manner as above.
Measurement ofApoptosis
Twenty-four hours after plating, MCF-7 cells were treated in four-well chamber
slides with a control containing the vehicle and either 113 nM cucurbitacin E (incubated
1, 2, and 3 days), or 100p.Mgenistein (incubated 1, 3, and 6 days). After treatment,
slideswerefixedwith 3.7%buffered formaldehyde, washedwithPBS, stainedusingthe
APO-BrdU TUNEL Assay Kit according to manufacturer's instructions, and
immediately coverslippedwith Fluoromount G (Southern BiotechnologyAssociates Inc,
Birmingham,AL). The slides were analyzed using a Nikon Eclipse TE-300 inverted
microscopeequippedfor fluorescence digital ratiometric imaging (Fryer Co., Huntley,
IE). The imageswerecaptured usinga NikonSuperFluor40x oil immersion objective
and CoolSnap FX digital CCD camera (Photometries, Trenton, NJ), (495nm excitation,
520 nm emission) and storedfor analysis. Imaginganalysis was performed using
MetaMorph 5.0 software (Universal Imaging Corp.). Apoptotic indices were calculated
by counting numberof apoptotic cells, and the total numberof cells in 3-4 randomly
chosen fields of view.
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RESULTS
Cucurbitacin E
MCF-7 cells treated with cucurbitacin E exhibited dose dependant growth inhibition
(Figure 1A), supporting other groups (2) findings of growth inhibition on various
different carcinoma cell lines. We estimated an EC50of 100 nM after 3 days of
incubation (Figure IB). Under a light microscope morphological changes were also
evident in treated cells characteristic of necrotic cells (not shown).
TUNEL assay was performed to determine what percentages of cells were
undergoing apoptosis. Staining revealed only base line levels of apoptosis comparable to
that found in the control cells.
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Figure 1. Growth Inhibition assay for MCF-7 cell treated with various concentrations
of cucurbitacin E for 1, 2, and 3 days.
Values are means ±SEM. (*), differs from the corresponding control, P<.05. (**), day 3 mean is
differentfrom day 1 mean in same treatmentgroup, P< .05. Growthwas measuredstaininglive cells
with DNA stain Hoechst 33342.
Genistein
MCF-7 cells treated with genistein exhibited a dose dependant growth inhibition
(Figure2A).Wefound an EC50 of 85p.M after 6 days of incubation (Figure2B).We also
observed growth stimulation at low concentrations (< 25p,M) of genistein.
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Figure 2. Growth Inhibition assay for MCF-7 cell treated with various concentrations of
genistein for 1, 3, and 6 days.
Values are means ±SEM. All treatment group's means differ from control in day 6, P<.05. Growth
was measured staining live cells with the DNA stain Hoechst 33342.
Results from the TUNEL assay showed significant apoptosis present in the treated
wells after 3 and 6 days of incubation in comparison to the control (Table 1).
Morphological appearance (rounded appearance, cell shrinkage, nuclear blebbing) of
treated cells were charaeteristie of apoptosis, further supporting that apoptosis was
present in treated cells (Figure 3A-D).
T reatment/
Time
Control 100 M
Day 3 Day 6 Day 3 Day 6
Apoptotic
index. %
< 1 < 1 13.6 + 3.1 29.3 + 9.5
Table 1. Genistein treatment induces apoptosis in MCF-7 cells.
Apoptotic cells were counted in 3-5 randomly chosen fields of view for each day and treatment.
Apoptotic indices were calculated by dividing the number of apoptotic cells by the total number of
cells; means ±SEM.
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Figure 3A-D. Apoptosis in MCF-7 cells induced by genistein treatment.
Immunofluorecence detectionof apoptosiswith theAPO-BrdUTUNELAssay Kit. (A) light image
of controlcells after 6 days of growth,(B) corresponding fluorescence imageof controlcells. (C)
Light image of cells treated with 100p.M genistein for6 days, (D)corresponding fluorescent image.
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Soy Extracts
Treatment with soy extract IV (250|JLg/ml) resulted in growth inhibition similar to
100|jlM (27|jLg/ml) genistein. Extract 1 (250|xg/ml) also showed some growth inhibition
(Figure 4).
20
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Figure 4. Inhibition assay of four soy extracts compared to 100p.M treatment of genistein.
Extracts I, II, III and IV derived from soy of maturity groups 3 (CF46I), 4 (KS 4202), 4 (KS 5502N),
and 5 (MGS). Values are means ±SEM. (*), mean differed from control groups mean by P<.05.
DISCUSSION
When screening compounds for therapeutic potential against cancer, desirable
characteristics include growth inhibition at relatively low concentrations and specific
targeting of transformed cells leaving remaining tissue unharmed. One drawback of
many cancer therapies currently used is the inability of many effective drugs to do the
latter efficiently, leaving the patient to endure the harsh side effects. One method of
avoiding this would be to find a compound that can induce natural cell death through
apoptosis in transformed cells. Although cucurbitacin E's mechanism of growth
inhibition occurs under low (nanomolar) concentrations, our data indicates that it does
not target the apoptosis pathway. Therefore the compound's ability to differentiate
between normal and transformed cells is questionable, possible limiting its capability as
an anticancer agent.
Genistein induces growth inhibition, although higher concentrations (micromolar)
are needed to see the effect. This is supportive of results found by other groups (I, 4, 5)
on various carcinoma cell lines. In addition, genistein does appear to target the apoptosis
pathway (See Table 1) making it a much more appealing anticancer agent. The next step
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in investigation of genistein will be to elucidate the mechanism of apoptosis and whether
this mechanism will result in targeting of transformed cells. Other characteristics of
genistein needed to be taken under considerationwhen consideringit as an anticancer
agent, include its estrogenic effects. Observedin this study and others (5, 7), low
concentrations of genistein stimulates cell growth. Hsieh et al. found that genistein at low
concentrations in fact could act as a weak estrogen, which may be associated with
increased risk of breast cancer. It has also been shown that in vivo this leads to mammary
gland differentiationin rats, which when administeredat a young (prepuberty) age
resulted in reduced incidence and multiplicity of breast tumors (2). Without a doubt,
finding the mechanismby which genistein affects mammary tissue will be a key to
understanding these diverse effects.
Treatment with the total methanol extracts of different soy maturity groups resulted
in a spectrum of growth inhibition.While some extracts did not show any growth
inhibition, extract IV showed significant inhibition comparable to that by 100 jxM
genistein (see Figure 4). Extract I showedmild effects of growth inhibition, but with
more variabilityresulting in an averagenot statistically significant from the control.
These results indicate that soy, grown under different environmental conditions may
contain differing amounts of genistein and other bioactive compounds. It also represents
yet anothervariable whenstudying howconsumption of soy leads to reducedincidences
of cancer.
In conclusion, our data clearly demonstrates that cucurbitacin E inhibits growth in a
dose-dependant manneron mammary carcinoma cells. Its mechanism appears due to its
high cytotoxicity and not the apoptosis pathway. Genisteinplainly induces apoptosis in
mammarycarcinomacells resultingin growthinhibition.The mechanismof apoptosisis
still to be elucidated and may be a target for anticancer therapy. Extracts of soy,
containingundetermined amountsof genistein, also show growthinhibitionat different
levels contingenton the geographical locationfrom which the soy was obtained.
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ABSTRACT
West Nile vims is currently affecting human and animal life in North America. This
vims has been a popular topic among researchers, health professionals, and state health
departments because of its rapid emergence as a threat to human and animal populations.
In this article, I will be discussing the symptomology associated with West Nile vims and
the disease's pattern of transmission. Furthermore, I will describe procedures for
diagnosing and treating West Nile vims and minimizing its future spread into human
populations. I will conclude this article by predicting how the West Nile vims will impact
South Dakotans in 2004.
INTRODUCTION
The West Nile vims did not affect North America until 1999
(http://www.cdc.gov/ncidod/dvbid/westnile/). It was brought to the attention of public
officials and heath care professionals when severe cases of encephalitis, a severe and
sometimes fatal swelling of the brain, occurred in humans as well as horses across the
eastern part of the United States.
West Nile has been found in several countries throughout the world. According to
the Centers for Disease Control, ".. .it has been identified in Africa, Europe, the Middle
East, central and west Asia, Oceania, and most recently North America
(http://www.cdc.gov/ncidod/dvbid/westnile/)."
West Nile vims is in the Flaviviridae family and from the Genus Flavivims Japanese
Encephalitis Antigenic Complex (http://www.cdc.gov/ncidod/dvbid/westnile/). The
Flavivims is an enveloped, non-segmented RNA vims containing approximately 10,000
- 11,000 bases and is about 40 - 60 nm in diameter (8). Upon isolation of the West Nile
vims and inspection under an electron microscope, three-dimensional images were
obtained by Purdue University, giving scientists the most detailed visual description of
the vims to date. Researchers at Purdue University formed the images by freezing the
West Nile vims in liquid ethane at -173.3 degrees Centigrade. A stream of electrons was
then aimed at the vims particle, one electron at a time. Measurements on how the
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electrons bounced off the particle were taken and pieced together to form the image (6).
The vims was found to be only 2 millionthsof an inch wide (6). The images displayhow
West Nile vims is actually very different from that of
influenza, HIV, and measles. Those vimses have protein
appendages that grab and infect the host cell. West Nile,
however, is shown to be slightly bumpy. The proteins are
.-J not appendage-like, but instead folded into each other by
, ' ifg" ' >,,, i interlocking with oneanother. (6). Byunderstanding the
position of the protein, researchers can begin studies on
treatments that will disarm the vims. Since the appendages
-1 intertwined, it is very difficult to determine exactly how
'thevims infects the host cell (6). The image displays an
isolate of the West Nile vims at 65,625X provided by the
Centers for Disease Control
yi f:-" • (http://www.cdc.gov/ncidod/dvbid/westnile/).
SYMPTOMS AND DIAGNOSIS
Most people bitten by a mosquito that is carrying West Nile are unaware that they
have been infected and experience no symptoms of the vims; however. West Nile vims
can produce flu-like illnesses. Patients with compromised immune systems and the
elderly are most at risk of becoming chronically ill from the vims (7). According to the
Harvard Health Letter, "20% experience mild symptoms, such as fever, headache,
swollen lymph nodes, and a rash. Less than 1% develops a more severe illness like
encephalitis or meningitis (4)."
The West Nile vims has been isolated from some patients who have fallen ill with
encephalitis. Doctors and laboratory specialists use standard reverse transcription-
polymerase chain reaction and Taqman reverse transcription-polymerase chain reaction
to diagnose the vims from cerebrospinal fluid (5). According to Huang, et al., "the
diagnosis of West Nile virus infection was based on the detection and sequence of the
West Nile vims genome in cerebrospinal fluid. Although serologic tests can be negative
for West Nile, according to the interpretations set forth by the Centers for Disease
Control, the detection of the viral genome sequence in cerebrospinal fluid meets the
definition of a confirmed case (5)."
An incubation period of 3-14 days is followed by symptoms of drowsiness, severe
frontal headache, ocular pain, myalgia, and pain in the abdomen and back. Some patients
experience a dry throat, anorexia, and nausea. An examination of the patient will show
coating on the tongue, conjunctival injection, and facial flushing. Half of patients may
have a rash that will appear on the second to fifth day. The illness is usually gentler in
children than adults. More serious infections may occur in humans such as encephalitis,
meningitis,and sometimes myocarditis, pancreatitis, and hepatitis (8).
According to the Centers for Disease Control, "approximately 1 in 150 infections
will result in a severe neurological disease." Age is a common risk factor among
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individuals experiencing encephalitis or meningitis after contracting the West Nile virus.
West Nile virus should be suspected in patients >50 with unexplainable encephalitis or
meningitis that starts in the summer or early fall. Encephalitis tends to be more common
than meningitis (http://www.cdc.gov/ncidod/dvbid/westnile/).
Physicians should pay close attention to local occurrences of West Nile viruses as
well as the travel history of the patients when diagnosing the cause of an illness. Lab
technicians look for the IgM antibody in cerebrospinal fluid using MAC - ELISA
(http://www.cdc.gov/ncidod/dvbid/westnile/). Laboratory results are essential in
diagnosing whether or not the patient has West Nile virus. Common laboratory results
reported by the Centers for Disease Control include normal leukocyte counts in
peripheral blood, cerebrospinal fluid containing pleocytosis, elevated protein counts,
normal glucose levels, and tomographic scans of the brain showing evidence of acute
diseases (http://www.cdc.gov/ncidod/dvbid/westnile/).
TRANSMISSION
West Nile virus is maintained in nature through transmission between a susceptible
host and a female mosquito, primarily those in the genus Culex. These viruses are called
arboviruses because they are arthropod-borne. The virus is carried in the salivary glands
of the mosquito (9). Vertebrates are bitten by the arthropod and infected with the virus.
The rapid spread of West Nile virus is suspected to be facilitated by the migration of
infected bird species. According to the U. S. Geological Survey, "migrations in the spring
and fall play an important role in the rapid dissemination of West Nile virus throughout
North America and may eventually play a role in the disease's spread throughout much
of the Western Hemisphere (9)."
By studying the basic geography of individual states, scientists will have a better
idea of the expected human cases that will arise in a given area. Scientists look at the
migration patterns of birds, specific landscapes, and the weather conditions in these
areas. Time is also an important factor and is being used to predict the distribution of the
West Nile virus. Scientists have conducted many experiments on the susceptibility of
different species of birds as well as their ability to fight off the viral infection.
Scientists continue to research the effect that the West Nile virus has on the
mortality of bird species across America, particularly the Eastern and Midwest states
where birds have been most affected (9). Humans and mammals are "dead-end" hosts
because they do not develop infectious-level viremias as often as birds
(http://www.cdc.gov/ncidod/dvbid/westnile/). A dead-end host means that it will not
spread beyond the species after affecting the host.
EPIDEMIOLOGY
West Nile virus has spread across the United States, using the mosquito as its mode
of transmission. Human cases have become extremely common. The latest information
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was reported in Morbidity and Mortality Weekly Report on November 28, 2003. The total
human cases (2003) in the United States were 8,567 individuals. In 2003, there were
11,350 birds reported infected and approximately 4,146 horses with West Nile virus (2).
Human cases in 2003 showed a dramatic 129.2% increase from 2002; 3,737 human cases
were reported on November 26, 2002 (3).
OUTLOOK
The study of the West Nile virus is ever changing. There is not a clear theory on
how the West Nile virus will affect infected and non-infected areas in the United States.
After studying the data and examining the virus and its patterns since its arrival in the
United States, the number of reported human cases is a useful indicator for gauging how
West Nile virus will affect a certain area; specifically how South Dakota will be affected
in 2004 and 2005, which is 2-3 years after the first confirmed human case. For example,
Connecticut, Maryland, and New Jersey all experienced human cases of West Nile virus
from 2000-2003 (http://www.cdc.gov/ncidod/dvbid/westnile/).The number of reported
human cases for each of these states is indicated in Figure 1.
Human Cases of West Nile
• - 34
Years
Figure 1. Human Cases of West Nile
After the first confirmed case, each of these states showed a steady increase of West
Nile virus cases. From 2001 to 2002 Connecticut marked a 183% increase and from
2002-2003 leveled off with no increase. New Jersey showed a 100% increase from 2001-
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2002 and from 2002-2003 indicated a 41.67% increase. From 2001-2002 Maryland
marked a 500% increase and in 2002-2003 reported increased cases but the rate of
increase had slowed to 102.78%. In each of these states, the percent increase from the
second year to the third year decreased. This may have been due to the awareness of the
virus and how to prevent being infected with the disease. South Dakota experienced its
first human case of West Nile virus in 2002 reporting 37 cases
(http://www.cdc.gov/ncidod/dvbid/westnile/).
In 2003, South Dakota reported a dramatic increase of human cases stating 1039
cases within the state (http://www.cdc.gov/ncidod/dvbid/westnile/). The lower number of
reported cases in 2002 may have been due to the lack of awareness the public had of the
virus. In 2003, however, the public became more aware of West Nile virus and the
symptoms associated with the virus prompting more testing. By evaluating the human
cases of West Nile virus that the pioneer states reported. South Dakota may see an
increase of human West Nile virus cases in 2004 and additional, but smaller percentage
increase in 2005.
Several factors need to be considered when predicting how West Nile virus will
affect South Dakota in 2004. Continuing loss of susceptible birds (to amplify the virus),
the growing natural increasing immunization of humans that have already been exposed
to the virus, and the attempts of public health programs to control the mosquito problems
will collectively impact the spread of the virus to humans.
SUMMARY
Though most individuals never experience the effects of the virus, some encounter
severe encephalitis. The fact that this virus can cross species and cause serious illnesses
to humans and horses makes West Nile a very important public health issue. Though
taking precautions against the virus is important, it can be very difficult. Mosquitoes are
active late summer and early fall which coincides with the time people are most often
outdoors. This gives rise to the increase in infected individuals. The public needs to be
aware of the complications the virus can cause as well as the steps that can be taken in
preventing contraction of the virus. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention offer
information and helpful tips to keep mosquitoes to a minimum and the health of humans
and animals alike to a maximum.
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Why, who cries out on pride
That can therein tax any private party?
Doth it not flow as hugely as the sea,
[ ]
Who can come in and say that I mean her.
When such a one as she, such is her neighbor?
Or what is he of basest function
That says his bravery is not on my cost.
Thinking that I mean him, but therein suits
His folly to the mettle of my speech?
[ ] Let me see
wherein
my tongue hath wrong'd him. If it do him right.
Then he hath wrong'd himself. If he be free.
Why then my taxing like a wild goose flies,
Unclaim'd of any man.
(As YouLike It, 2.7.70-87)
The words of Shakespeare's character, Jaques, reflect the power of the best and
deadliest kind of satire. Robert Harris claims that this kind of satire does not seek to do
harm to any individual but to the vice itself (par. 3). The best satire creates "a shock of
recognition" within oneself, and as Jaques tells his audience "If it do him right,/ Then he
hath wrong'd himself." This is the mode of satire found in Harriet Beecher Stowe's
Uncle Tom's Cabin. Yet most critics do not see Uncle Tom as satiric; rather they consider
it tragic, didactic, or sentimental. Indeed, Stowe's book contains all of the aforesaid
elements, but it also contains a constant and powerful strain of satire that forms the base
of the novel's persuasive power. Stowe's Uncle Tom's Cabin effectively uses satire to
motivate individuals against slavery, holding a mirror up to the guilty face of the nation.
Oddly, few scholars acknowledge any satire within Stowe's work. Critics continue
to cloak Uncle Tom in an impenetrable veil of domestic sentimentalism, confining Stowe
to the "mob of scribbling women." As Ann Wood (Douglass) notes in her 1971 article
"The 'Scribbling Women' and Fanny Fern: Why Women Wrote," women authors in the
Nineteenth Century were urged to confine their writing to topics of home, family and
religion, "works of sensibility steeped in depoliticized and lofty patriotism and misty.
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death-oriented and nonsectarian religious fervor" (7). If Stowe's focus was purely
domestic, its force would not have been felt beyond the kitchen. Stowe's novel does
contain the expected religious fervor and heart-rending death scenes, but to narrow the
scope of Uncle Tom's Cabin in this manner is a gross misrepresentation of a novel
recognized as "by far the most influential piece of writing against slavery of the entire
century" (Koch xvi).
While most critics acknowledge the literary and political magnitude of the novel,
they also allow entrenched theories of its inherent sentimentality to blind them from its
far-reaching satiric force. In the introduction to a 1997 anthology on American satire,
Stephen Koch falls into this trap, claiming that "there is strangely little American satire
directed against slavery," which he views as the most grievous irony of the Nineteenth
Century (xvi). Koch admits that Uncle Tom's Cabin was the most influential anti-slavery
work of the entire century, but "not satirical at all" [emphasis added]. He claims that
Stowe was a romantic moralist "fiery with a moral vision in which satire and irony
played no role," except for its effect in the Twentieth Century when people laugh at
Uncle Toms and Stowe's "lost sentimental certainties" (xvi). Even those willing to
entertain the possibility that Stowe was a humorist have not been convincing. In The
Feminization ofAmerican Culture, Ann Douglass attempts to address the long neglected
influence of women on nineteenth-century intellect and notes that Stowe "became the
only major feminine humorist nineteenth century America produced" (244). Nonetheless,
Douglass fails to include any reference to humor, comedy, or wit in her twenty-two page
index, and her discussion of Stowe's Uncle Tom follows the "tendency of twentieth-
century critics to equate 'popular nineteenth-century woman writer' with 'sentimental
nonentity'" (Warren 2).
Jan Pilditch attempts to unearth the satiric undertones in Uncle Tomin her 1994
analysis "Rhetoric and Satire." Unfortunately, her essay primarily focuses on reasons
why Stowe hesitated to employ satire due to the feminine mores that dictated the sphere
of a woman. She does offer textual examples in her analysis, but these examples are
confined to religious satire and do not represent the full force with which Stowe's genius
is employed. Over 150 years after the publication of Uncle Tom,Stowe is still not
recognized for the humor and satire she used so effectively.
In order to confirm Stowe's satiric prowess, a definition of effective satire must be
established. A Handbook to Literature defines satire as, "a literary manner which blends
a critical attitude with humor and wit to the end that human institutions or humanity may
be improved. The true satirist is conscious of the frailty of institutions of man's devising
and attempts through laughter not so much to tear them down as to inspire a remodeling"
(Thrall, et al. 436). This definition highlights the key element of successful satire: the
satirist cannot merely subvert; she must also rebuild. Although satire's corrective
purpose is invariably didactic and moralizing, a true satirist cannot simply ridicule or
condemn (Harris par.6). If a satirist uses only invective satire, which employs abusive
language with little irony and is aimed at a particular target, the result will be defense
rather than recognition and reform. Stowe argues in Uncle Sam's Emancipation that
If the system alone is attacked, such minds will be the first to perceive its evils,
and to turn against it; but if the system be attacked through individuals, self-love.
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wounded pride, and a thousand natural feelings, will be at once enlisted for its
preservation. (42)
Stowe adheres to this principle in Uncle Tom's Cabin\ she employs subtle forms of
satire, tempering her attacks with sentiment and humor, to encourage reform rather than
to incite anger.
MEN OF HUMANITY
Stowe uses different types of irony throughout her novel to satirize the inherent
hypocrisy of the slave system. Although irony is not the only form satire takes, Robert
Harris' "The Purpose and Method of Satire" asserts that "irony is the overriding and
guiding principle behind satire" and it "informs the whole work because it is the
necessary means of aggressing hypocrites" (par. 20). Stowe puts irony to work on the
first page of Uncle Tom,establishing slavery and humanity as mutually exclusive. The
title of the first chapter sets the satiric tone: "In Which the Reader is Introduced to a Man
of Humanity." The verbal irony employed is evident when the two men of humanity are
introduced discussing the sale of a slave, which to twenty-first-century readers is
inherently inhumane. In nineteenth-century America, slave owners and traders were not
considered the pariahs of moral society, but to abolitionists the sale of a human being
was inhumane. Stowe wields the double entendre of impersonal irony when satirizing
the two men of humanity, ambiguously noting "that humanity comes out in a variety of
strange forms now-a-days, and there is no end to the odd things that humane people will
say and do" (6).'
Satirists commonly rely on the double-layered phenomenon of irony remarked in
D.C. Muecke's The Compass ofIrony (19). Using this method, a satirist can expose the
object of satire without overt ridicule. Stowe takes this double-layer phenomenon much
further, creating layer upon layer of ironic situations within her satire. In the double-
layered method, the lower level is the situation as it appears to the victim of irony, while
the upper level consists of the observer or the ironist's view of the situation (Muecke 19-
20). Irony asserts an inherent contradiction or incongruity between the two levels, and
this contradiction invalidates the posture of the lower level. However, in the discourse
between the two men of humanity, Shelby and Haley, Stowe's satire operates on three
upper levels: the in-text irony that Mr. Shelby and the reader see in Haley's speeches on
humanity; the irony that the reader perceives in Mr. Shelby's actions; and the irony of the
reader's own complicity in the satirized slave system. Each level of Stowe's irony
invalidates the one preceding it, transforming even the observer of irony, and perhaps the
ironist herself, into victims of satire.
The first self-professed man of humanity Stowe satirizes is the slave trader, Mr.
Haley. Stowe develops Haley as a caricature, an exaggeration of particular features of a
target for comic effect (Johnston sec. C). Stowe describes him as " a low man who is
trying to elbow his way upward in the world," with a conversational manner sprinkled
'HarrietBeecherStowe,UncleTom's Cabin,Ed. ElizabethAmmons, NortonCriticaled. (NewYork: Norton,
1994). This edition is the source of all subsequent quotes.
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with profanities and a "free and easy defiance of Murray's Grammar" (1). The slave
trader is depicted as vulgar and silly to highlight the ridiculousness of his discourse on
humanity, "the great pillar of my [Haley's] management" (5).
Haley illustrates his "humanity" in his attempt to separate mother from child for
monetary gain; he also cements his role as the victim of irony, the lowest level in
Muecke's double-layer theory. Haley has already convinced Mr. Shelby to sell Tom, his
best and most loyal slave, in order to relieve a monetary debt to him. But Mr. Shelby's
humanity interferes when Haley wants to buy Eliza's child. He claims "I'm a humane
man, and I hate to take the boy away from his mother" (5). Haley agrees that it is
inhumane to rip a child out of a mother's arms, but his solution is to covertly sell the
child and then give the mother "some ear-rings, or a new gown, or some such truck, to
make up with her" (5). Stowe uses the satiric devices of understatement and what Robert
Harris' calls "the list" to expose the inherent absurdity of replacing a child with a trivial
bauble. By understating the importance of a child to its mother, Stowe calls attention to
the true degree of evil within the slave system. Harris' list method - "a list of items,
people, or ideas generally similar, except for one or two incongruous items, which the
satirist is a[dd]ressing" - highlights the contradiction between Haley's view of humanity
and society's professed views (par. 27). Haley's list asserts that for slave mothers,
earrings and children hold the same value. Stowe thus leaves the reader to draw
conclusions about the absurdity of this assumption.
The irony of Haley's definitions of humanity does not stop with these inane
assumptions about slaves' inability to feel for the their children. He relates to Shelby a
tale of a slave mother who might have been worth a thousand dollars but for bad
management. The slave trader, who does not endorse Haley's humane management
principles, "damages the article" by allowing the slave mother to actually witness the
selling of her child, which drives her mad (5). Haley contradicts his own beliefs on the
feeling capabilities of Negroes, assuming that only if a slave is allowed to witness the
evil act will she have any "white" feelings on the matter. Haley concludes that although
his humane notions are not popular, "it's always best to do the humane thing" and that "a
little humanity, thrown in along, goes a heap further [...] and it pays better" (5-6). Haley
equates humanity with monetary profit, moving against society's sense of morality but in
congress with society's actions. Haley functions as an exaggerated satiric element in the
novel, and this overemphasis operates "to make the unseeing see, and the seeing-but-
complacent oppose and expunge corruption" (Harris par. 21).
On the second tier of ironic contradiction, Shelby becomes the target of Stowe's
satire; his hypocrisy invalidates his assumed position of moral high ground over Haley.
Mr. Shelby perceives the irony of Haley's statements on humanity and laughs along with
the reader at Haley's expense, but he fails to recognize that his views on humanity are
also incongruous with his actions. Stowe employs the philosophical technique of
reductio ad absurdum, literally "reduction to the absurd," to satirize Shelby's situation.
Using this technique, the author appears to affirm the basic attitudes she wishes to
satirize and then exposes the foolishness of these attitudes (Johnston sec. C). For
example, when Mr. Shelby tells Mr. Haley that he is "a humane man" (5), to the eyes of
the reader Mr. Shelby is presented as a humane slave owner, one of the best and gentlest
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examples of the system. Stowe adopts this point of view, then allows the readers to see
for themselves through the presentation of subsequent events the inherent contradiction
of this view to normative values. Shelby desires to act humanely, yet he still splits up
families due to his own mistakes. Shelby does not even remain consistent in his
profession of humanity. In a discussion of the humanity of tearing apart slave families,
Shelby does not even think about the inhumanity of separating Tom from his wife, two
small boys, and baby girl.
Following Thrall's definition and her own advice in Uncle Sam's Emancipation,
Stowe satirizes the principle instead of the man, acknowledging through Shelby's voice
that he is not a monster but is merely "doing what everyone does everyday" (28). Shelby
is not an evil despot, but he nonetheless destroys the lives of two families by selling Tom
and by separating Eliza from her only son. These slaves have done nothing against
Shelby and are actually good friends of the Shelby family; Shelby's own irresponsible
speculation and money management lead him to destroy the lives of friends to avoid
personal discomfort. Stowe's satire does not accuse Shelby of inhumanity, but helps the
reader to see the inhumanity of a system that gives Shelby the power to destroy the
family unit and to deal in human property.
Stowe's most powerful weapon of satire exists on the third tier, or upper level, in
which the readers themselves attain an unconscious awareness of their own complicity in
the slave system. By covertly satirizing the reader's collusion in the evils of slavery,
Stowe allows readers to recognize the irony of their own situation through the mirror of
satire, without directly implicating and alienating them. Stowe never accuses her readers
of wrongdoing; she merely presents the truth of slavery's hypocrisy. The feeling of guilt
and responsibility is amplified as the reader is introduced to the humanity of which they
have fallen short. Pilditch concludes that "Stowe's signification of Tom 'as a type of a
class' of human ideal [... is] placed within the text as a referent necessary for satire"
(65). The exaggerated goodness of Tom establishes a normative moral ideal which
reflects the values that a majority of society holds. "To adopt a satiric stance requires a
sense of what is right, since the target of the satire can only be measured as deficient if
one has a sense of what is necessary for a person to be truly moral" (Johnston sec. B).
The exaggerated piety and morality that Tom embodies cements Stowe's moral authority
and reflects the failure of society to live up to its own standards. Tom's character must be
unrealistically good in order to emphasize that the best forms of slavery and inhumanity
are as devastating as the worst. That this moral ideal is found in a slave makes the novel's
appeal against slavery all the more poignant. The painful irony of the chapter one title is
highlighted when the reader understands that the true "man of humanity" is the item up
for sale.
MEN OF LETTERS
Most satirists assume an educated readership, and scholars on the topic conclude
that "satire requires a certain level of education and sophistication in the audience" in
order to appreciate the existence of different levels of meaning within the work (Johnston
sec. E). Pilditch postulates, however, that Stowe does not align herself with the
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traditional superiority of the "man of letters"adopted by Augustan satirists (62).Stowe's
authorial stanceadopts the position of the common man as reader, a uniquestrainof
American satire that Koch attributes to post-Civil War satire. He claims that in the latter
portionof the Nineteenth Century the formerobjectof satire,the oaf, "beganto serveas
satire's vehicle, its voice" (xvii). The idea that the fool may be the wise man, and the
wise man is actually the knave is not a new one. In the majority of Shakespeare's
comedies the character of the fool is always given the lines that hold the most wisdom
(i.e..Touchstone in As You LikeIt, Feste in Twelfth Night).Stowerecognizesall too well
that "from the mouths of the ignorant a kind of wisdom might flow that was uncluttered
with the deformations of learning" (Koch xvii). Stowe, though, contradicts Koch's
contentionthat this is a post-CivilWarphenomenon; the object of the majorityof her
satire is the "man of letters" and she is perhaps most harsh on these men because they
should know better.
Much of Stowe's satire on the "men of letters" follows this pattern successfully, so
that her readers have that "shock of recognition." Jonathan Swift, a satirist noted for his
ModestProposal, described satireas a mirrorin whichpeoplesee everyone's face except
their own (Johnston sec. F). Stowe might agree that satire is a form a reflection, but her
satire is most effective because the target can also see a glimpse of self in that mirror.
Reflecting back to Shakespeare's Jaques, the key to goodsatire is that the target
incriminates himself if he attempts to make a defense.A good example of this reflection
is Stowe's authorial intrusion using Muecke's classified irony of "pretended defence of
the victim" (73). Stowe
beg[s] the worldnot to thinkthatAmerican legislators are entirely destitute of
humanity, as might, perhaps, be unfairly inferred fromthe greatefforts madein
our nationalbody to protect and perpetuatethis speciesof traffic. Who does not
know how our great men are outdoingthemselves, in declaimingagainst the
foreign slavetrade [.. .] Trading negroes fromAfrica, dear reader, is so horrid! It
is not to be thoughtofIBut tradingthemfrom Kentucky,—that's quite another
thing! (115)
In thisparagraph Stowe exposes the irony of theUnited States' laws prohibiting theslave
trade abroadbut allowingthat trade at home. She employs reductioad absurdumin an
exaggerated defense of her target, thehypocrisy ofAmerican legislators. Thesatire is
thinly veiled, butjust obvious enough to incriminate anylegislator whofeels implicated.
Stowe also includes caricature in her satiric arsenal against the "men of letters."
"Black Sam" functions as an exaggerated satiric referent to mock the "men of letters," or
politicians, elected to serve thepublic, butwho more often serve their own interests. The
introductory charactersketchof "BlackSam" includes twofacts: he is "about three
shadesblacker" than any other slaveon the Shelbyplantation, and he has "a
comprehensiveness of vision anda strict look-out to hisown personal well-being that
wouldhave done credit to any white patriot in Washington" (37).As previouslynoted,
Stoweis most critical of her representatives in Washington and perhaps so angry and
disappointed with their actions concerning theFugitive Slave Law thathersubtle satire
takes a back seat in these attacks.
Stowecontinuesto draw satiric parallelsbetween Sam and politiciansthroughout
his brief momentin the spotlight. As Sam contemplates his contrary directives fromMr.
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and Mrs. Shelby about catching Eliza, he scratches his head, which "contained a great
deal of a particular species much in demand among politicians of all complexions and
countries, and vulgarly denominated 'knowing which side the bread is buttered'" (38).
After hitching up "his pantaloons, which was his regularly organized method of assisting
his mental perplexities," Sam concludes with his typical political savvy that "fellers
allers gets more by stickin' to Missis' side" (38, 66). "For some singular reason," Sam
and his fellow slaves had the impression "that Missis' would not be particularly
disobliged by delay," and they all contrived numerous ways to slow the chase (47). Some
readers may have viewed these antics as particularly infantile; however, they bear a
startling resemblance to a certain procedure practiced among politicians; the filibuster.
A rousing political oration completes Stowe's satiric caricature of Sam. When the
chase ends unsuccessfully, Sam is rewarded for his efforts with a bounteous feast of the
last two or three days leftovers. As Sam graciously gobbles down his reward, he
"speechif[ies] these yer niggers" with oratory skills he has developed while riding "in
attendance on his master to all kinds political gatherings" (64). Beginning his oration
with "Yer se, fellow-countrymen," Stowe uses Sam's speech as an extended satiric
metaphor against politicians who claim, "I'll stand up for yer rights [.. .][and] fend 'em
to the last breath," but only do so for their own gain (65). Like Sam, who holds principle
and conscience as flexible matters, Stowe implies that many politicians base their
decisions on the benefits they gain rather than on their belief in principles of morality.
The reader might assume, if Stowe were not such a genteel lady, that the sole purpose for
Black Sam's existence is to make fun of politicians.
On the heels of Sam's political speeches, the reader meets an actual senator, who
"rather liked the idea of considering himself a sacrifice to his country" (67). The scene
with Senator Bird and Mrs. Bird illustrates Stowe's genius in successively intertwining
satire and sentiment. She chooses a senator from Kentucky, a border state, to illustrate
her point without grossly offending the more Southern states by mocking their
lawmakers. In order to establish Bird's "humanity" she shows the loving home life which
the Senator and his wife share. After displaying that the Senator is humane, loving, and
in all other ways wonderful, Stowe sets her trap.
Senator Bird has just arrived home for a brief vacation from his senatorial duties.
Mrs. Bird almost immediately begins to pester him with questions about the passage of
the Fugitive Slave Law. Normally, Mrs. Bird "wouldn't give a fip for all your [Mr.
Bird's] politics" but her "unusually gentle and sympathetic nature" rails against such a
law (68). Senator Bird laughs off the protests of his "fair politician['s]," arguing that "it's
not a matter of private feeling" when following one's heart "would involve a great public
evil" (69). Mrs. Bird replies that "Obeying God never brings on public evils [...] it's
always safest, all round, to do as He bids us" and she continues to box in the Senator
with appeals to Christian morality. She even challenges her husband's willingness to
uphold his law and "turn away a poor, shivering, hungry creature [. . .] because he was a
runaway" (69).
Stowe's satiric Bird trap is one of situational irony, or "irony of events," wherein
"after we have more or less explicitly or confidently expressed reliance in the way things
go, some subsequent unforeseen turn of events reverses and frustrates our expectations or
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designs" (Muecke 102). Stowe creates a situation in which the Senator must immediately
act on his professed beliefs, and "if the truth must be told, our senator had the misfortune
to be a man who had a particularly humane and accessible nature" (69). Stowe also
exercises a type of "impersonal irony" described as "blaming in order to praise" or
assigning "blame for having desirable qualities or for lacking undesirable qualities"
when she says Bird's humanity is a misfortune (Muecke 68). Senator Bird's defect, his
humanity, plays him a hard turn when, shortly after his speech to his wife, he is
confronted at his door with a shivering Eliza and her Harry.
The peak of the situational irony arrives along side Eliza and Harry, and our "man
of letters" begins to look a bit foolish. "What a situation, now, for a patriotic senator, that
had been all the week before spurring up the legislature of his native state to pass more
stringent resolutions against escaping fugitives, their harborers and abettors!" (77). While
Senator Bird feels himself rather foolish for his hypocrisy, Mrs. Bird, a woman
unknowledgeable of political rhetoric, understands that it is not necessary to "know
anything about politics" to be a woman of humanity (69). Stowe's satire shows that the
man of letters is often the knave because he is blinded by learned rhetoric.
Satire has traditionally been considered a male genre; it was considered unladylike
for a woman to be comical or aggressive, two key components of satire. By positioning
Mrs. Bird as the fount of wisdom in this scene, Stowe empowers herself with the moral
authority vital to her satiric posture. Pilditch asserts that "satire, like sermon, is a
literature of authority, and nineteenth-century American women did not have easy access
to such authority" (61). Many women deferred to God for their moral authority when,
moved to speak on a subject regarded as man's domain: Mrs. Bird quotes the Bible to
justify her argument against her husband, God being the only authority that ranks higher
than he. One is reminded that Stowe claimed God wrote Uncle Tom through her.
Stowe was keenly aware of her precarious moral authority as a female author and
satirist, yet she attempted to bolster her position through characters such as Mrs. Bird.
However, despite her best efforts "to be courteous, even in satire" and her attempts to
"try not to be personal" {Lifeand Letters, 83), she suffered many attacks motivated by
the wounded pride of learned men. One such man, a Mr. George F. Holmes, writes in The
Southern Literary Messenger in October of 1852 that Stowe has "volunteered officiously
to intermeddle with things which concern her not—to libel and vilify people from among
whom have gone forth some of the noblest men that have adorned the race"(emphasis
added) and even implies that "she has forfeited the claim to be considered a lady" (468).
He does actually stop short of taking from Stowe the name of "lady," at least overtly,
claiming that Stowe was merely misguided by
the novel doctrines in vogue [. ..] in the pleasant land of New England [,..]
which would place woman on a footing of political equality with man, and
causing her to look beyond the office for which she was created—the high and
holy office of maternity—would engage her in the administration of public
affairs; thus handing over the State to the perilous protection of diaper
diplomatists and wet-nurse politicians. (469)
Mr. Holmes' attack against Stowe proves that nineteenth-century readers recognized her
satiric voice, even if critics of the Twenty-First Century still relegate Uncle Tom to the
literature of "domestic sentimentalism."
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Stowe realized that the male portion of her readership would likely, as Mr. Holmes
claims, "suffer not a woman to teach, nor to usurp authority over the man, but to be in
silence," so Stowe offers an alternative teaching method in her satire of "men of letters"
(469). Eliza's escape serves to introduce many unlettered wise men who can teach Mr.
Holmes a thing or two about humanity. While Mr. Bird is gently chided for being the
fool, the man to whom he brings Eliza shows his unlearned wisdom: "Honest old John
Van Trompe [...] had been for some years witnessing with repressed uneasiness the
workings of a system equally bad for oppressor and oppressed," and he finally decides to
give up his considerable wealth in land and slave to "enjoy his conscience and his
reflections" (79). Although he is a "rough man" who utters "a kind of compassionate
grunt," he is also "the man that will shelter a poor woman and child from slave catchers"
(79). Another such unlearned oaf is also willing to assist Eliza in her escape. Mr.
Symmes, a neighbor of Mr. Shelby's, is the first to help Eliza after she makes her daring
escape across the river. He tells Eliza she has earned her freedom, and he will not be a
hunter and catcher for others:
So spoke this poor, heathenish Kentuckian, who had not been instructed in his
constitutional relations, and consequently was betrayed into acting in.a sort of
Christianized manner, which, if he had been better situated and more
enlightened, he would not have been left to do. (53)
Stowe applies verbal irony, blaming in order to praise, to reemphasize that too much
learning can lead to immoral action.
Stowe uses another unlettered wise man, John the drover, to satirize slavery and
underline the cosmic irony of the slave's fate under the current system. This cosmic irony
becomes a mirror which reflects the culpability of the nation. The drover is caricatured as
a rough Kentucky cowman who is not ashamed to allow his heart to guide his
conscience. She describes the drover as a
long-legged gentleman, with his chair tipped back, his hat on his head, and the
heels of his muddy boots reposing sublimely on the mantle-piece,—a position,
we will inform our readers, decidedly favorable to the turn of reflection incident
to western taverns, where travelers exhibit a decided preference for this
particular mode of elevating their understandings. (89)
The drover spits disdainfully at a runaway slave advertisement, which the reader
recognizes as none other than George Harris. In his opinion, men who treat their slaves.
like dogs deserve to lose them. The drover does own slaves, but he treats them like men,
and he also lets them know that if they run away he will not try to catch them. He already,
has free papers made out for all them, just in case he dies unexpectedly. Stowe gives
numerous examples of enlightened slave owners who do not take such precautions to
protect their slaves. The drover concludes that his slaves serve him loyally and do not run
away, even when they get the chance.
Other men in the room, most likely as unlearned as John, assume that if a slave is
punished cruelly he must deserve it. One man claims that "these yer knowin' boys is
allers aggravitin' and sarcy [.. .] that's why they gets cut up and marked so" (92). He
claims "if they behaved themselves, they wouldn't" be punished harshly. The drover
mocks this argument with a bit of unlearned, satiric wisdom: "that is to say, the Lord
made 'em men, and it's a hard squeeze getting 'em down into beasts" (92).
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Unfortunately, cosmic irony makes "the other [...] [though] well intrenched, in a coarse,
unconscious obtuseness" just as correct in some of his postulations as the humane drover
(92). Cosmic irony confronts a slave's best efforts to elevate himself with the ultimate .
purposelessness of those efforts (Muecke 150-1) because "what's the use o' talents and
them things, if you can't get the use of 'em yourself (92). The drover quick wittedly
replies that his opponent "Better send orders up to the Lord, to make you a set, and leave
out their souls entirely" (92).
MEN OFTHE CHURCH
The Lord has yet to make this set of slaves without souls, but the ministers who
should be attempting to save these eternal souls are instead assisting the politicians in
defending evil. These ministers appear to adhere to the biblical interpretations of Eva's
young cousin, Henrique, when he says "Oh, the Bible! To be sure, it says a great many
such things; but then, nobody ever thinks of doing them; you know, Eva, nobody does"
(237). Henrique had clearly been "instructed by certain ministers of Christianity" to view
slavery's injustices as "every-day incident[s] of a lawful trade; a trade which is the vital
support of an institution which some American divines tell us has no evils but such as are
inseparable from any other relations in social and domestic life" (113). Stowe hit a
specific nerve with this satiric jibe because in the first edition of her novel she named the
minister Joel Parker in a footnote to these comments. Mr. Parker was a friend of the
Stowe family, and Stowe had apparently heard these very comments come from his
mouth. Parker must have agreed with the enlightened Mr. Holmes about Stowe's libeling
and vilifying because he sued her for this footnote.
Stowe's satire against the church is vigorous because she believes that "Not all the
force out of the church could sustain slavery an hour if it were not sustained in it" (Albert
Barnes, qtd. in Life and Letters 134). Reverend Parker was not the only minister who
attempted to defend slavery; many others used scripture to claim superiority over the
black man. Stowe includes a scene in her novel depicting such a defense. Mr. Haley has
carried away husband from wife and child from mother on a boat headed to New
Orleans, and one of the ladies on the boat exclaims that it is "a shame to our country that
such sights are to be seen" (106). A little debate ensues between the passengers that
would not have been out of place in Mr. Bird's senate. Another "genteel woman" retorts
that "there's a great deal to be said on both sides of the subject," and she has "been down
south, and I must say I think the negroes are better off. than they would be to be free"
(107). The genteel lady responds to concerns about the separation of families by stating
nonchalantly, "that is a bad thing, certainly [...] but then, I fancy, it don't [sic] occur
very often" (107). This genteel lady is the unaware victim of Stowe's dramatized irony,
employed to attack the cultural blindness of a presumed Christian. The dramatic ironist
"arranges that the characters of his play or novel [...] expose themselves in their ironic
predicament directly to the audience or reader" (Muecke 92). In the pages directly
preceding and proceeding the genteel lady's defense of slavery, the reader watches Mr.
Haley split up at least four slave families as "an every-day incident of lawful trade."
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Mr. Haley does not need to worry about his actions, however, because a minister on
board immediately comes to the slave trader's defense, preaching "It's undoubtedly the
intention of Providence that the African race should be servants [...] 'Cursed be Canaan;
a servant of servants shall he be' [...] and we must not set up our opinions against that"
(107). Stowe reintroduces John the drover to manipulate her satiric scene by using the
mode of impersonal irony that Muecke refers to as "pretended advice or encouragement
to the victim" (69). The drover agrees "we'll all go ahead and buy up niggers [. . .] if
that's the way of Providence" (107). After teasing the minister for his comments, he turns
to Haley to confirm "Niggers must be sold, and trucked around, and kept under; it's what
they's made for. 'Pears like this yer view's quite refreshing, an't it stranger?" Surprising
enough, this encouragement from the drover fails to comfort Haley. He almost questions
the legitimacy of the minister's 'Cursed be Canaan' argument when he says, "I couldn't
have said as much, myself; I ha'nt no laming. I took up the trade just to make a living; if
't an't right, I calculated to 'pent on't in time" (107-8).
Mr. Haley often expresses his uneducated reserves about his own trade and then
confirms his intentions to repent later for his current evil deeds. Stowe satirizes these
ministers of the Lord for supporting Haley's "sin now, pray later" philosophy, and she
creates an interesting juxtaposition to Mr. Haley's compatriot in evil, Tom Loker, who
reprimands Haley:
"Tan't that you care one bit more, or have a bit more feelin',—it's clean, sheer
dog meanness, wanting to cheat the devil and save your own skin [.. .] And
your 'getting' religion,' as you call it, arter all, is too p'isin mean for any
critter;—mn up a bill with the devil all your life, and then sneak out when pay
time comes!" (58)
This caricature of Tom Loker allows the irony of Haley's philosophy on several levels.
First, the reader notices the hypocrisy between the religion Haley professes to believe in
and the trade in which he works. Second, the reader notices that the minister on the boat
praises the trade that has been previously depicted as unchristian. When the minister
praises and defends the principles of slavery, he incriminates himself as a victim of satire
because he praises the institution for having undesirable qualities. Haley and the minister
both become pawns in dramatic irony, though the reader has knowledge of the evils that
have taken place in the name of slavery. There is yet a third level of irony in Mr. Haley's
philosophy, in which the person (Loker) handing out legitimate criticism is caricatured as
the devil's twin brother and as "a bull-dog come unto man's estate, and walking about in
a hat and coat" (57, 54). The character of Loker, who's "every organ and lineament [is]
expressive of brutal and unhesitating violence [. ..] in a state of the highest possible
development"displays Stowe's true satiric genius because Loker is the only person
calling Mr. Haley to task for his hypocrisy (54). In this attack Stowe avoids blame for the
criticism by placing it in the mouth of inherently evil man.
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Stowe relates the poignant situational irony of ministers who drive the congregation
away with their sermons. John Van Trompe, the honest farmer who took Eliza in, says his
lack of learning kept him from joining the church for years. He recalls that "the ministers
round in our parts used to preach that the Bible went in for these ere cuttings up [...] I .
couldn't be up to 'em with their Greek and Hebrew, and so I took up agin 'em, Bible and
all" (80). Not only were ministers defending evil men and neglecting to save eternal
souls, but according to Van Trompe, they were also driving humane men from the church
with their "Cursed be Canaan" rhetoric.
Stowe reinforces her satire of these ministers by offering only a brief counter
argument from scripture through the mouth of another minister on the boat: '"All things
whatsoever ye would that men should do unto you, do ye even so unto them' [...] that is
scripture, as much as 'Cursed be Canaan'". (108). The honest drover mocks the previous
arguments by using the ironic method of "pretended error or ignorance" as well as
"pretended doubt" (Muecke 69-70). The reader has heard the drover's position against
the evils of slavery but then witnesses his feigned struggle, reckoning between the two
parsons' scriptural knowledge. He finally decides that the second parson's argument
"seems quite as plain a text [...] to poor fellows like us" (108). Stowe again gains her
authorial stance through the pretended ignorance of men, unlearned women, and
children, rather than through the enlightened, lettered intelligence of politicians and
ministers.
A NATION OF COMPLACENCY
Stowe wields her most heated satiric attacks against the hypocrisy and complacency
of those who feel the inherent wrongs of slavery but refuse to act against them. Volume
One of Uncle Tom's Cabin presents the arguments for ridicule, but in Volume Two Stowe
reveals the devastating consequences of this hypocrisy and complacency. Stowe believes
it is not enough "to make the unseeing see," if the injustices continue. She satirizes the
"seeing-but-complacent" in order to motivate them to "oppose and expunge corruption"
(Harris par. 21).
Stowe takes her Northern brethren to task vigorously for their complicity in the
"peculiar institution." One of her most overtly satiric attacks employs exaggerated praise
for having undesirable qualities (apathy) or for lacking desirable qualities (humanity)
(Muecke 67). Stowe also applies impersonal irony by omitting direct censure of Haley's
cruel actions (Muecke 72). The reader has just witnessed Mr. Haley's "humane"
management skills at work, as he removes a sleeping slave child from its mother's arms
and sells the child away its mother forever. Stowe explains to the reader that Mr. Haley
had simply
arrived at the stage of Christian and political perfection which has been
recommended by some preachers and politicians of the north, lately, in which he
had completely overcome every humane weakness and prejudice [...]. His heart
was exactly where yours, sir, and mine could be brought, with proper effort and
cultivation [...]. You can get used to such things, too, my friend and it is the
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great object of recent efforts to make our whole northern community used to
them, for the glory of the Union. (112)
Stowe's satire warns that the "earnest and tender-hearted Christian people [who] seemed
to feel it a duty to close their eyes, ears, and hearts to the harrowing details of slavery"
must rise up against the evil of slavery or he consumed hy it {Life and Letters 146).
Without taking more than a few pages of breath, Stowe assumes her satiric attack
again, aiming squarely at the hypocrisy of northern lawmakers and ministers. Mr.
Haley's humane management apparently backfires when Lucy, the mother of that
sleeping child, bypasses hysterics and jumps into the river, drowning herself. If the courts
could, they would have charged Lucy with destruction of property as "American state
law coolly classes [her] with the bundles, and bales, and boxes" (113). But Mr. Haley can
only "put down the missing body and soul under the head of losses" in his account book
because Lucy "had escaped into a state which never will give up a fugitive,—not even at
the demand of the whole glorious Union" (115). The Fugitive Slave Law brought
Stowe's outrages and sympathies to the page, so a few jibes at the slave-catching
business are not out of place, even with the tragedy of Lucy's death. Cosmic irony
envelops the scene, as well; a better life hereafter is the only hope a Negro has under
slavery.
George Sand noted the claw of Stowe's satire of Uncle Tom's Cabin in her
December 1852 review, claiming "The saints also have their claw! it is that of the lion.
She [Stowe] buries it deep in the conscience, and a little of burning indignation and of
terrible sarcasm does not [.. .] misbecome her [...]. [She] does not hesitate to bind to the
pillory the hardened tyrant, to show to the world his deformity" (qtd. in Life and Letters
156). However, it is not the hardened tyrant whom Stowe holds most at fault, as
evidenced by this satiric diatribe:
He's a shocking creature, isn't he,—this trader? so unfeeling! It's dreadful
really! [...] But who, sir, makes the trader? Who is most to blame? The
enlightened cultivated, intelligent man, who supports the system of which the
trader is the inevitable result, or the poor trader himself? You make the public
sentiment that calls for his trade, that debauches and depraves him, till he feels
no shame in it; and in what are you better than he? Are you educated and he
ignorant, you high and he low, you refined and he coarse, you talented and he
simple? In the day of a future Judgment, these very considerations may make it
more tolerable for him than for you. (115)
Stowe invokes the rhetoric of an American jeremiad, a literary work or speech expressing
a bitter lament or a righteous prophecy of doom ("Jeremiad"). The jeremiad is much like
a curse and promotes the satiric element of Stowe's tirade. The use of curse in satire can
be traced back to pre-classical Greece, where primitive satiric spells and curses were used
to banish and destroy the dark forces, human and natural, which threatened the well-
being of the community (Keman 211). In Uncle Tomthe dark force is the system itself, the
institution of slavery. Stowe uses the power of the curse to correct, "to make vice repulsive
so that the vice will be expunged from the person or society under attack" (Harris par. 3).
Stowe regards with regret and contempt the moral complacency of Christian
denominations to the vice of slavery. In an open letter to Scotland after her visit there.
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she reports that "as a general thing the professed Christian church is pushed up to its duty
by the world, rather than the world urged on by the church" {Life and Letters 209). In
Stowe's mind "this movement [abolition] must and will become a purely religious one"
and the churches must step up to the task (Life and Letters 136). Through Uncle Tom she
holds out the evils of slavery and demands that Christians no longer avert their eyes. In
her attack about "who makes the trader," she calls on "the enlightened cultivated,
intelligent man" to see his own accountability for slavery's evils.
Turning her guns toward the delicate half of the population, Stowe's satire informs
women that they, too, cannot remain guiltless any longer by hiding behind the petticoats
of feminine delicacy. In a burlesque scene involving the drunken trader and slave
catchers, the serious topic of slavery is discussed with a cosmic ironic truth that polite
society detests. In a tone dripping with sarcasm, Stowe suggests that
If any of our refined and Christian readers object to the society into which this
scene introduces them, let us beg them to begin and conquer their prejudices in
time. The catching business, we beg to remind them, is rising to the dignity of a
lawful and patriotic profession. If all the broad land between the Mississippi and
the Pacific becomes one great market for bodies and souls, and human property
retains the locomotive tendencies of this nineteenth century, the trader and
catcher may yet be among our aristocracy. (62)
Stowe warns that continued complacency will have a subversive effect on the fabric
of traditional society, resulting in the disintegration of the family unit, as well.
Stowe's most poignant satiric vehicle is the aristocratic Southerner, St. Clare. In
George Sand's review of Uncle Tom,George Sand asks, "is there not something of this
[St.Clare] even among the bravest and best of men?" She implies that St. Clare is a kind
of Everyman who feels injustice but is incapable of enacting change (155). St. Clare's
complacency builds to a point of narcissism as he constantly berates the institution of
slavery and all who support it, including himself. St. Clare sees too much recognition in
his mirror of satire but never allows himself to be motivated by the shock of his
reflection. Stowe portrays St. Clare as a truly good man, beset upon by fate, allowing
herself the authority to exercise direct attacks against the "peculiar institution" through
his character. St. Clare is caught somewhere between self-disparaging irony and ingenu
irony, the second and third modes Muecke describes in The Compass ofIrony (SI-92). In
these modes the ironist is also the self-appointed victim of the irony.
The reader's first introduction to Augustine St. Clare presents him as a kind and
indulgent father and the "wise guy" of the novel. While conducting the sales transaction
to buy Tom for his daughter, St. Clare teases Haley mercilessly for his promotional sale
of Tom. As the purchase is concluding, St. Clare asks Haley to "assure me that I really
can buy this kind of pious, and that it will be set down to my account in the book up
above, as something belonging to me" (130-1). St. Clare mocks Haley's trade in a satiric
manner of feigned ignorance. St. Clare concludes, "I wouldn't care if I did go a little
extra for it," reminding the reader of fourteenth-century indulgences (131).
Miss Ophelia and St. Clare also serve as representatives for the North and South,
pointing out the irony and hypocrisy in both positions. Ophelia constantly sermonizes to
St. Clare for acknowledging the evils of slavery but resisting the elevation or
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emancipation of his slaves. St. Clare shows Ophelia the difficulty of following her own
advice by giving her Topsy as an educational experiment. St. Clare identifies Ophelia's
hypocrisy as one widely held in the North:
"You loathe them as you would a snake or a toad, yet you are indignant at their
wrongs. You would not have them abused; but you don't want to have anything
to do with them yourselves. You would send them to Africa, out of your sight and
mind, and then send a missionary or two to do up all the self-denial of elevating
them compendiously." (154)
Stowe places her representatives in satiric perspective when St. Clare admits "Nothing is
easier than talking" (155). He invokes Portia's speech from Shakespeare's The Merchant
of Venice, in which Portia concedes, "I could sooner show twenty what were good to be
done, than be one of the twenty to follow my own showing" (155).
St. Clare appears as a slaveowner who fell into the job through inheritance from his
father. He has never been able to find a moral balance between discipline and cruelty, so
he generally treats his slaves like spoiled children. St. Clare serves as an example of
slavery at its best, as did Mr. Shelby, reinforcing that the best of the system is still
morally unacceptable. The exaggerated evil of Simon Legree, Tom's last owner,
satirically extends by simile to St. Clare. Tom's arrival at both mansions is paralleled as
he takes in the sight of his new home. St. Clare's mansion is aristocratic and filled with
grandeur, while Legree's mansion serves as the dilapidated picture of what St. Clare's
mansion could become. Legree is a prophecy for the future of the nation if slavery
continues to exist. Tom represents the sacrifice of the Christian moral ideal that will
occur with a continuation of slavery.
Stowe places her ultimate criticism of complacency in the mouth of a young
northern man, who tells his southern companion that "it is you considerate, humane men,
that are responsible for all the brutality and outrage wrought by these wretches; because,
if it were not for your sanction and influence, the whole system could not keep foot-hold
for an hour" (295). The two gentlemen involved in this conversation then agree to
disagree and engage themselves in a game of backgammon. A game of backgammon
between St. Clare and his brother Alfred also followed an earlier conversation with much
the same tone. Backgammon represents "stylistically signaled irony," which uses words
or phrases that are out of place to convey the satirist's meaning (Muecke 77). Stylistically
signaled irony is Robert Harris' "the list" in extended prose form. By placing a trivial
game at the end of two serious and important conversations about slavery, Stowe satirizes
the moral priorities behind these men's arguments. Their conversations equate an
immortal soul with a game of backgammon. In these scenes they become foolish,
morally reprehensible symbols of northern and southern complacency.
At the conclusion of Uncle Tom's Cabin Stowe claims "Both North and South have
been guilty before God; and the Christian church has a heavy account to answer." She
invokes the satiric curse and predicts that continued complacency and apathy to the
plight of the slave "shall bring on nations the wrath of Almighty God" (388). Stowe uses
the curse as the climax of her satiric war against politicians, ministers, apathetical
Christians, and her inhumane nation. Satire in Stowe's Uncle Tom's Cabin is, then, the
driving element that revealed to her nation that it "hath wrong'd [itjself."
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